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Distributed processor systems are often heralded as gys^~'lis
Tnwhich can provide high performance along with high availability* 
order to realise such an environment it is necessary to develop 
algorithms for sharing the system workload. Analytic as well as 
simulation models are being used to study the behavior of various
distributed load sharing algorithms. In particular, an optical
deterministic scheduling algorithm has been designed which assigns tasks 
to processors for minimal execution time. Also a new class of adaptive 
decentralized load sharing algorithms have been defined and studied
using both queueing models and a general distributed system simulator. 
These models are being used to examine how distributed processor load 
sharing algorithms behave as a function of job arrival, job service, 
processor failure, processor repair and interprocessor communication 
times.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1 .1 Distributed Processing _?
Throughout time many methods have been suggested and used to manage 
people in the execution of a particular task. Prom systems of
government to corporate management, each is interested in developing an 
efficient mechanism to control resources in order to achieve some goal 
or objective. In many ways the management of computer systems is no 
different. In fact, much of the groundwork in computer performance 
analysis and task scheduling has been done by those in management 
science.
Most businesses and governments are organized in a hierarchical 
manner where ultimate control resides in one person's hands. This 
system has disadvantages both from the performance and reliability 
aspects. Performance is decreased since many decisions must be routed 
through this one individual. Reliability suffers since this single 
resource is critical to the function of the system. Therefore it seems 
appropriate to distribute control among several individuals, not only in 
human systems but also in computer systems.
1
2In the computer field, the term distributed processor system is 
generally used to describe a computing system in which there is any 
degree of decentralization. While this is certainly a valid definition 
it is far too general. For the purposes of this thesis we will define a 
distributed processor system to be a collection of processing elements 
which are physically and logically interconnected with decentralized 
system-wide control of all resources, designed for the cooperative 
execution of programs. By decentralized system-wide control we mean 
that there is neither a single central processing element "in control", 
nor is there a central state table which each processing element 
utilizes. Such systems may be dedicated to a single computation or may 
implement a general purpose computing facility. This definition allows 
us to focus attention on a specific class of systems. As we have 
suggested previously such systems merit a great deal of attention 
because such a high degree of decentralization has a potentially high 
payoff in terms of both enhanced system availability and performance.
Under this definition classical multiprocessing is not considered 
distributed processing because it lacks decentralized system-wide 
control. In general these multiprocessors contain a central controlling 
process and/or processor. Such a central resource is critical in that 
its malfunction or loss can bring the entire system down. Likewise, 
computer networking is not considered distributed processing. In 
networking there is a collection of autonomous processors which 
occasionally communicate to share remote logical or physical resources. 
Networks in general do not involve the cooperative usage of multiple 
resources. However, computer networks including, local networks, and
3some multiprocessors do provide architectures on which it is possible to 
build distributed processor systems.
Besides decentralized control, distributed processing is 
differentiated from classical multiprocessing by the method of 
interprocessor communication. Distributed processing, sometimes called 
loosely-coupled multiprocessing, typically implements interprocessor 
communication through some low-bandwidth channel (e.g., serial ports). 
In comparison tightly-coupled multiprocessor systems usually communicate 
through a shared memory. The important difference is that in 
distributed systems the interprocessor communication overhead is an 
important system parameter. Throughout this thesis we will discuss and 
analyze the ramifications of these non-negligible communication costs.
1.2 Potential Benefits
The current revolution in large-scale integration is one of the 
major factors making distributed processing possible. The traditional 
price-performance relationship described by Grose h's law for centralized 
systems [?err78] is no longer valid. Given the present state of 
technology we are now capable of physically linking multiple processors. 
The problem that has to be solved is getting these decentralized 
components to cooperate and function in harmony. If we can achieve this 
goal we can expect a number of benefits.
Increased reliability: The decentralized control of processing elements
provides the potential for higher reliability and availability than is
4now possible in systems which have more vulnerable central controlling 
process and/or processor.
Performance enhancement: Distributed processing systems can utilize
multiple resources to provide parallelism and load balancing. The net 
effect should be the improved performance of the applications program.
More natural mapping of applications to hardware: In addition to
providing potential performance improvement distributed systems may well 
provide a more natural computer architecture for applications in such 
areas as artificial intelligence [Less79, SmDa78], real-time control 
[Lars79] and data base management systems. These applications are often 
large and complex. Making software modules correspond one-to-one to 
dedicated hardware modules may provide both easier problem decomposition 
and ultimately less software complexity.
1.3 Current System Designs
There are a number of on-going projects which are being designed 
with the advantages of distributed processing in mind. In this section 
we will specify their goals and architectures with emphasis on the new 
concepts explored in these systems.
51 .3.1 CM*
CM [SwFS77] is a multiprocessor built from pairs of processor 
memory elements called computer modules or CM's. CM's can be 
interconnected to form clusters and clusters can be interconnected via 
intercluster busses. The memory local to a processor is also part of 
the shared memory of the system. A specialized processor (K.map), 
shared by the CM's in a cluster, provides basic address mapping and 
protection for all non-local memory accesses. Thus, all of the memory 
appears as a single shared virtual space to the user.
*
The most recent operating system implemented on the CM is called 
Medusa [0uSS80]. Several methods were considered for distributing the 
control structure. Most were rejected based on cost and performance 
disadvantages. The solution adopted for Medusa was to divide the 
operating system into disjoint utilities. Utilities are distributed 
.among the available processors with no guarantee that any particular 
processor contains a copy of the code for any particular utility. 
Utilities include the memory manager, file system and process manager. 
There are several important concepts illustrated in the design of 
Medusa. To begin with all interprocess communication is done with 
messages. This is important since message communication can be done 
without side-effects. That is, a message is received only when 
requested and the only effect is has on the listener are those caused by 
the listener. This is not true of shared memory, where either party may 
arbitrarily modify the memory without the other party's knowledge. 
Medusa also defines a computation structure called a task force. A task
6force is defined to be a collection of concurrent processes that 
cooperate closely on the execution of a single logical task. When a 
task force is created processes are allocated statically to individual 
processors. This is done because of the importance of accessing code
locally, since it makes little sense to execute a process from any
processor but the one containing its code. Another important concept is
coscheduling. A task force is said to be coscheduled if all its
runnable processes are simultaneously scheduled for execution on their 
respective processors. If the task force is not coscheduled a form of 
thrashing very similar to that experienced in early demand paging 
systems may occur. The set of activities that must execute for a task 
force to make progress is therefore called a process working set.
1 .3 . 2  ICOPS
ICOPS is a tightly-coupled heterogeneous host/satellite system 
which provides the abstraction of a virtual uniprocessor to the 
application programmer. The goal of this system is dynamic 
load-balancing, i.e., sharing the load between host and satellite in a 
dynamic manner as the workloads on each machine varies. Using ICOPS, 
the user programs in a high-level language and procedures are compiled 
for both host and satellite. A run-time monitor resident in both 
systems traps procedure calls and insures that parameters are passed 
from caller to callee, independent of the residence of either and 
transparent to the procedures. The programmer need not be aware of the 
interprocessor communication or message protocol. He/she can change the 
binding of procedures to processors at run-time to optimize resource
7cost or response time, on the basis of run-time statistics and a 
commodity network graph algorithm developed by
Stone et al.[ston77, Ston78, RaST79].
1.3-3 DCS
The Distributed Computer System (DCS) is composed of five 
minicomputers, each connected to a interface unit in a ring topology. 
Sach host processor on the ring has a resident software system called 
the nucleus, which provides facility for scheduling of processes and the 
transmittal and reception of messages. All messages make a complete 
circuit of the ring, facilitating broadcasting from the sender to all 
receiver processes, with the message removed by the original source. 
All properly received messages result in a positive acknowledgment 
indication being returned to the source, and mechanisms exist for the 
removal of damaged messages. Request for resources are made by name and 
not by location, i.e., messages are addressed to processes not 
processors. An advantage of this uniform concept is the easier 
interprocess communication.
This approach also allows for a novel type of resource allocation 
algorithm. We will call it the contract/bidding algorithm. A request 
for a resource allocation proceeds as follows: a request is sent onto
the ring; each host checks to see if it can satisfy it and if so it 
returns a bid; the original requestor then chooses the best bid 
satisfying its request. In the meantime; however, the resource may be 
assigned to another process and the original requestor has to retry.
8This type of message mechanism is seen as implementing a decentralized 
control of resource allocation. A host bids on local information rather 
than on information available about the whole system. At present the 
value of the bid by each host is a number indicating the percentage of 
available memory on that host at the time it is processing the request.
DCS has placed special emphasis on failure detection and recovery 
in both hardware and software. Failures are detected when communication 
problems arise, when an interrupt indicating an error occurs, or when a 
regular observable process fails to occur. Failures are then diagnosed 
and appropriate recovery procedures are initiated depending on the type 
of failure. Recovery procedures might entail removing a host from the 
loop, transmitting a copy of the nucleus from one host to another, and 
notifying processes waiting for a reply from a processor that has 
failed .
1.3*4 Tandem 16
The Tandem 16 provides terminal-oriented data access that is more 
reliable and expandable than previous commercial computer systems. A 
Tandem 16 is a multiple computer system comprised of between two and 
sixteen homogeneous processor modules. To provide high availability 
each processor has its own power supply, memory and I/O channel. Fach 
I/O controller is redundantly powered and is connected to two I/O 
channels. Discs are duplicated(mirrored) to provide data-base access 
despite disc failures. Processors are interconnected via two high-speed 
synchronous interprocessor buses. The operating system,
9Guardian f*Bart78], provides homogeneous control over the distributed 
components. Guardian provides a structure in which processors 
communicate with each other and with I/O devices regardless of which 
processor is executing the process.
1 .4 Research Problems
We can see that at the present time there exist the hardware 
technology to build distributed computing systems. However, we do not 
have sufficient understanding of how to manage these hardware resources. 
In particular, we do not fully understand how to implement system-wide 
control of all resources without centralized state information. Three 
different approaches to decentralized system-wide control may provide 
some useful insight. One approach is to establish a contract between a 
process requesting service and one which can provide the service. This 
scheme is precisely the one implemented on DCS. A second approach 
involves predicting or guessing the system state and based on the 
prediction, scheduling service. The ARPANET communication subnet
provides a simple model for this form of decentralized control. The 
adaptive packet routing strategy uses local routing tables to determine 
a packet's next destination. Since these tables are updated
periodically they represent a guess of the state of the node during the 
inter-update times. The third approach could be called "overhearing". 
This technique is useful only in those system which share a 
communication channel. Since every message is transmitted over the 
channel, every processor has the ability to monitor every interprocessor
10
communication within the system. Together with the status information 
which is available to the messages, decentralized controllers now have 
more global information available. The system-wide objective is for
each controller to use this information to produce a decision that is 
good for the system as a whole. While each of these approaches
represent additional insight into the solution of the decentralized 
control problem, they are by no means the final answer. We still do not 
understand either the best way to schedule jobs on a distributed 
computer system or the implications of a particular scheduling algorithm 
on systern perfo rmance.
1 .5 Thesis Outline
As we can see the state of the art in distributed computing i3 
largely limited by our lack of understanding of how best to utilize 
decentralized hardware. In this thesis we will derive as well as 
analyse some algorithms which are designed to efficiently utilize the 
hardware in a distributed system. In essence we will be studying the
problem of scheduling tasks in a distributed computer system and 
analyzing the effects of these scheduling algorithms on system 
performance and availability. In Chapter 2 we give an algorithm which 
derives an optimal schedule for a distributed program in a heterogeneous 
N-processor environment. The algorithm takes into account the 
reliability of each of the processors in the system, the cost of 
interprocessor communication, as well as the parallel execution of some 
of the tasks in deriving the optimal schedule. Although in general,
11
deterministic scheduling techniques cannot he used in real-world 
applications, they can he useful in giving an upper-hound on system 
performance. In an effort to deal with a more realistic system model 
Chapter 3 will examine stochastic scheduling techniques. We will 
introduce and evaluate a class of scheduling algorithms which are both 
distributed and adaptive. In general the performance of these 
algorithms cannot he evaluated analytically, so we will show the results 
of extensive simulations. Chapter 4 will consider the effects of a 
failed processor on system performance particularly when the remaining 
processors are used to take up the extra workload due to the failed 
processor. In this case we were able to generate a general model of the 
behavior of these load redistribution algorithms. For a set of 
heuristically motivated algorithms we were able to derive closed form 
solutions for the performance of the system measured in mean queue 
length. In addition, we have developed a criterion which if adhered to 
will guarantee the stability of the system. Chapter 5 contains a 
summary and conclusions as well as some comments on the implication of 
this work on the architecture of a distributed processor system.
12
CHAPTER 2
LOAD MAPPING
2.1 Introduction
A distributed processor system may in general consist of a set of 
interconnected processors each with different performance and
reliability characteristics. Processors which may be very fast may also 
be unreliable and vice-versa. As an example consider the CRAY-1 , which 
is considered to be a high-performance computer, whose MTBE is 4 
hours [Aviz78]. Therefore it may not always be the case that a job 
should run on the fastest processor. In addition a job resident on one 
processor will require a finite amount of time to be scheduled on 
another. Communication cost and system unreliability may supersede 
execution speed in determining where a job should be executed.
We define a distributed program as a program that consists of 
several program modules or tasks that are free to reside on any 
processor in a distributed system. In order to fully utilize this 
diversity of processing power it is advantageous to assign the program 
modules of a distributed program to the processors in such a way that 
the execution time of the entire program is minimized. This assignment
13
of tasks to processors to maximize performance will "be called load 
mapping. This problem is closely related to optimal deterministic task 
scheduling in uniprocessor systems. Therefore, we should be aware that 
results from deterministic scheduling are valid in basically two cases: 
first, if we are interested in only a rough approximation of system 
performance such as a lower bound on execution time and second, when the 
workload can be assumed to consist of a few jobs which are periodically 
submitted. This may also be particularly appropriate to industrial 
control systems.
While little work has been done in the general case of optimal 
assignment of program modules to processors, [Ston77, Ston7S, RaST79] 
have developed a graph-theoretic algorithm which maximizes the 
performance of a distributed program in the rather special but useful 
cases of two and three processor systems. They use an algorithm, based 
on the Ford-Fulkerson maxflow-mincut algorithm, to show how program 
modules may be assigned to the processors of a distributed system so as 
to minimize an overall cost function. The cost function consists of 
both the cost of running a module on a processor and the cost of 
interprocessor communication that arises in the event of transfer of 
control from one process to another. Despite these useful techniques it 
is not evident how these results can be applied to the general problem 
of N-processor load mapping.
In this chapter we develop an algorithm to determine for a given 
distributed program and a N-processor distributed system a minimal cost 
task-processor assignment. Minimal cost may mean minimal execution time
14
or minimal dollar cost. We first propose a computational model to 
characterize distributed programs, consisting of tasks and an 
operational precedence relationship. This computational model along 
with the following seven program descriptors completely specifies a 
model for dynamic execution of a program on a distributed system. The 
other seven program descriptors are:
1 . EX.1 ,x
2. CO. ,y
3- FA.i,x
4. CH.i,x
5- EE.i,x
6. Clcr,x
7. CC9,j ,x
execution time of task i on processor x,
communication time for the results of task i 
on processor x to task j on processor y, 
probability task i fails on processor x,
time to create a checkpoint for task i 
on processor x,
time to restart failed task i on processor x,
time to initiate a set of concurrent tasks & 
by processor x,
communication time for the results of 
a set of concurrent tasks $ to task j on processor x.
In addition we will make the following assumptions about the system. 
First, a task will have to be executed correctly before initiating the 
next task. Second, all tasks are checkpointed. By checkpointing we 
mean enough information is saved to restart the task. Third, the 
communication of results from one task to the next on the same processor 
takes negligible time.
We have chosen to examine the problem using a dynamic probabilistic 
system approach. This method allows us to integrate system performance 
and reliability issues while preserving a natural precedence graph 
description of a distributed program. In particular we will model the 
execution of a program on a distributed system with a semi-Markov 
process with rewards. The reward structure will be used to model the
15
time behavior of a program module. Then the policy iteration algorithm 
[Howa71 ] will be applied to determine the optimal task-processor 
assignment. Policy iteration is an algorithm which chooses a set of 
alternatives which maximizes the rewards in a semi-Markov process.
The algorithm which we have developed is able to take into account 
a number of factors which the Stone model neglects. First, this
algorithm can be used for a N-processor system. Second, we will 
consider the execution of the set of tasks as having a precedence 
relationship associated with them. Implicit in this is the capability 
of analyzing programs with branching as well those which contain a 
well-specified form of concurrent execution. Third, this algorithm 
takes into account the effects of system reliability on performance. 
This is done by incorporating the probability of a task failing on a 
processor along with the cost of restarting that task's execution.
In section 2.2 of this chapter we discuss the computational model 
of a distributed program in more detail. Section 2.3 reviews the 
essential aspects of semi-Markov processes and policy iteration. The 
main results of this chapter are given in section 2.4* Here we describe 
the task assignment algorithm. Section 2.5 gives a simple example and 
section 2 .6 provides a summary of results and some directions for future
research.
16
2.2 Computational Model
We initially propose a computational model for task execution of a 
distributed program. A task will constitute the unit of computational 
activity in this chapter. The model assumes nothing about the 
particular operation of any given task. A task might be a job, a 
program or an instruction. The results will therefore be applicable to 
any system of tasks consistent with the definition. A task system graph 
consists of M tasks indexed which are represented by a graph
with M nodes, where the ith node represents the ith task. If task j 
cannot be initiated until task i is completed, then there must be a edge 
from node i to node .j in the graph. Such a task system graph may model 
the flow of control of the high level languages currently being proposed 
for distributed computation [Feld79, Hans78]. Typical programs have 
branch conditions in which one task or another is executed. Also, in 
some cases a set of tasks can be executed concurrently. Therefore, it 
is convenient to introduce probabilistic branch points and fork points 
into the computational model. A node has exactly one edge leading out 
of it; this edge may terminate at another node or at a fork point or 
probabilistic branch point. Branch points and fork points have two or 
more edges leading out of them. Associated with each edge leading from 
a probabilistic branch point is a probability. When execution reaches a 
probabilistic branch point, one and only one of the output edges is 
selected (with the appropriate probability) and the subgraph associated 
with that edge must be processed; the subgraphs associated with all the 
other edges leading from the branch points are not processed. The
17
common output point of a probabilistic branch is called a probabilistic 
join point. In the case of a fork point, execution must proceed along 
each and every one of the edges leading out of the fork. Their common 
output point is called the join point. There exist no probabilistic 
branch points between a fork and join point. This definition is 
consistent with languages containing the COBEGIN-COEND [Hans75] syntax. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates a representative task system, where t is the 
branch probability.
2.3 Modeling Tools
2.3*1 Semi-Markov processes
The computational model previously defined is used as the basis for
a dynamic model of task execution. We will model the dynamic execution
of a task system with a continuous-time discrete-space semi-Markov
process with rewards. We use a probabilistic system because we want to
model two probabilistic events: branching in a distributed program and
the probability of a task failing on a processor. It is these two
factors which differentiate this algorithm from traditional
deterministic scheduling algorithms. In this section we will review
semi-Markov processes with rewards and the policy iteration algorithm.
A semi-Markov process is defined by a set of states with transition
probabilities p. . between states and a holding time distribution in 
1 * 3
each state h. .(*). In general, a semi-Markov process with rewards 
1 > 3
assumes that while the process occupies state i having chosen successor
state j, it earns rewards at a rate y. .(*). We call y. . (*) the yield
i > 3  ^> 3
18
Figure 2.1. Task System Graph
19
rate of state i at time 0 when the successor state is state j. When the 
transition from state i to state j is actually made at time r, the
process also earns a bonus K  . (t ), a fixed sum. The yield rate is paidi > j
continuously for occupancy of state i whereas the bonus is a lump sum 
payment at the time of transition. The yield and bonus rates may be 
positive or negative real numbers, thus the reward may, in fact, be a 
cost. The total expected reward from the first occupancy of state i is 
given by [Howa71 ]:
ri 3 S Pi;j Jh.)j(T)dT [ Jyi)j(a)da ♦ bi(J(T)l 
j=l o o
where S = total number of states.
The reward structure specified here gives us a powerful modeling 
tool. We will make several modifications to the general model. First, 
we will be interested only in the mean execution time of a distributed 
program. Therefore, no assumptions are made about the exact 
distribution of the time behavior of the tasks, only the mean times need 
be known.
2.3*2 Policy Iteration
In policy iteration we augment a semi-Markov process with rewards 
by 3aying that whenever a system enters a state the probability and 
reward functions governing departure from it are not fixed, but selected 
from a finite set of alternatives called policies. Thus if we use an 
additional subscript k to indicate the kth policy in a given state the 
policy descriptors would appear as:
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j ^ : probability that a semi-Markov process that
enters state i on its last transition will enter state 
j on its next transition for policy k.
^i k : mean siting time for state i in policy k.
r. : expected reward from a single occupancy of
state i in policy k.
A policy is a complete alternative. We cannot select a transition 
probability from one policy and the reward from another. The number of 
policies from one state to the next may vary. Policy iteration seeks to 
select the alternative in each state which will make the operation of 
the system most rewarding.
The policy iteration algorithm starts with some arbitrary policy to 
govern the system. For each state i the following equation must hold:
v. + gT. = r. + 2 p. . v .
J=1
for i = 1 , 2, ... S
where g : average reward gained per unit time 
: relative value of state i.
The relative value of a state i, v^, may be interpreted as the 
difference in the total expected rewards over an infinite time interval 
caused by starting the process in state i rather than some reference 
state. Note that this set of equations is unchanged if we add the same 
constant to all v^"S; therefore, we can use the set of equations to 
find the v\"s to only within a constant. We accomplish this by setting 
one of the v^'s, say Vg, (the reference state) to zero and solving the 
remaining n equations for the system gain, g and the S-1 v^s. The v."s 
generated in this way are called the "relative values" of each state 
because we do not know their absolute magnitude. So for any policy the
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system gain and the relative values of each state can be calculated.
This process is called policy evaluation. Since we are interested in
maximizing the reward gained by the process we need a criterion upon
which to model the policy improvement in selecting a particular policy.
This test quantity is the relative value for each state, V. , . Tor each1 , K
state we find the policy k that maximizes
V  - [ y y q y  -  si?i,k + Pi,j,kTJ
using the gain and the relative values of the previous policies. Then 
this policy becomes the new policy in state i. The policy in any state 
is left unchanged unless the test quantity is strictly greater for 
another policy in that state. This process is called policy
improvement. V4 ^ can be interpreted as an approximation to the---------- 1 , K
expected present value of v^ under alternative k. Policy improvement is 
done in each state. After a policy is established in each state the set 
of alternatives is revaluated using equation 2.1. This cycle is 
repeated until the set of alternatives found on two successive 
iterations are identical. The final policy converges to the optimal 
policy. Although it may be necessary to evaluate each possible
combination of policies in the worst case, in general the algorithm 
converges to a solution within a few iterations. We have found this to 
be the case in all the cases we have studied. The policy iteration 
algorithm is best summarized in Figure 2.2. This algorithm will be used 
to determine the optimal task-processor assignment.
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Policy Evaluation
Given the present policy solve
S
vi + s?t = ri + I  pi,jvj 
j=i
where i = 1,2,...S and v^ = 0 
for the gain g and the relative values v ^ , V2 ,...vs<_1
Policy Improvement
For each state i find the alternative k that maximizes
S
Vi,k = ^ i j k ^ i , ^  “ s^i,k + Z  pi, j ,k:vj
j-1
using the gain and the relative values of the previous policy. Make 
this alternative the decision in state i. Repeat this for all states to 
find the new policy.
Figure 2.2. Policy Iteration Algorithm
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2.4 Dynamic Execution Model
As stated previously we are considering a distributed processor 
system consisting of various types of processors where a task is free to 
run on any of the processors. Each task-processor assignment has its 
own characteristics. A task may execute at a different speed, have a
higher probability of failure or take more time to checkpoint depending
on which processor it is assigned to. In addition there is a 
communication cost associated with establishing a communication link as 
well as transfering results from a task running on processor x to 
another task running on processor y. We will model the execution of a 
set of tasks on a distributed system using a semi-Markov process with 
rewards. In general a state in the model will represent the execution 
of a task on a particular processor. The transition probabilities from 
state to state are a function of the probability of a task failing on a 
processor and the branch probabilities described in the computational 
model. The reward structure is used to model the time behavior of the 
task and will include the execution, checkpoint, restart and
communication times. Figure 2.3 shows the imbedded Markov chain
transition diagram of the model for a single task i executing on
processor x. Task i is executed to completion and tested for a valid 
result. If the task has run correctly the next task is initiated; 
however, if an error is detected the system may need to be restarted and 
the task reexecuted. This is always possible since a checkpoint is made 
prior to task execution. State A models the execution and checkpointing 
of task i on processor x plus the communication of results of task i on
/ \
 ^preceding \
1 task 1
V  / '
FA
1-FAL,X
1  , X
\
/ \
1 next \I
\
\
task i
/
\ /s. ✓
Figure 2.3. Single Task Execution Model
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processor x to the next task. In specific, the reward structure of the 
semi-Markov process is used to model the time behavior of the task. 
This is done by defining the yield rate in each state to be zero while 
the bonus rate is equal to the mean execution time of task i on 
processor x, plus the mean checkpoint time of task i on processor x, 
plus the mean communication time between task i on processor x and task 
j on processor y. Thus the total reward in state A is equal to
rA SXi,x + GHi,x + COi,x,j,y
State B models the restart time for a failed task i on processor x. The 
restart time may include bringing a faulty system down, diagnosing the 
problem and restarting the system. As before we model this by letting 
the total reward in state B equal to the restart time for task i on 
processor x. Thus the total reward in state B is equal to
rB RE.i,x
Since we are interested in only the average reward earned during a 
state occupancy, we will replace states A and B by a single state AB 
which has a weighted reward determined from the mean number of 
occupancies of states A and B. Thus in general the reward in the new 
composite state AB is given by:
rAB -
+» Ai,*/(l - FAi , h h B •
The dynamic execution models will contain only the reduced 
representation for a single task execution. Each state in the dynamic
fmodel will be labeled by a two-tuple (i,x) denoting task i executing on 
processor x. Since the models are complex, we will discuss the modeling 
of programs with no branches (straight line programs), programs with 
branches and programs with concurrency separately. In section 2.5 we 
will consider an example distributed program in which we will integrate 
each of these parts into a complete model.
2.4.1 Programs with no branches
Let us initially consider modeling straight-line distributed 
programs, programs whose computational models contain no branch points. 
A state is needed to model each of the possible assignments of tasks to 
processors. Furthermore we can define each possible choice for running 
the next task as an alternative in that state. Each alternative models 
the decision of which processor the next task will run on. One extra 
state is added to the dynamic model to provide a reference state for the 
policy iteration algorithm. All states which model the execution of the 
last task make their next-state transition to this reference state. 
This state is a trapping state with reward equal to zero. By doing this 
the relative values in each state indicate the mean time to completion 
of the program. Note that all rewards are negated so that they are, in 
fact, costs. Thus, we may view the use of policy iteration to solve the 
optimal task-processor assignment as finding the least costly path 
through the dynamic execution model. As an example consider the task 
system graph shown in Figure 2.4* The dynamic model of task execution 
for this program is shown in Figure 2.5* We will use three processor 
system in all the examples and all results are obviously extensible to
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Figure 2.4. Task System Graph of Straight-line 
Distributed Program
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Figure 2.5. Dynamic Execution Model of Straight-line 
Distributed Program
►
i
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N>3 processor systems.
For illustrative purposes consider state (i,l). There are three 
policies in this state. Policies 1, 2 and 3 model the decision that the 
next task will he executed on processor 1 , 2 and 3 respectively. The 
numbers labeling each of the policy arcs in the figures are used to 
differentiate policies in each state. The mean reward for a single 
occupancy of state (i,l) reflects each of the possible next state 
decisions.
The reward in state (i,l) for policy 1 is
-[1 / 0  - *Ai,,)][EXi f 1 - CHlt,] 
-[FA.yO - FAi>1)][REl>1].
The reward in state (i,0 for policy 2 is
-[1/0 - FAi>1)][EX.>1 ♦CHif1 + C0i>1>jj2] 
- [ F A ^ y d  -  *A )][RB ].
The reward in state (i,l) for policy 3 is
-[1/(1 - * CHi f 1  ♦ coi f 1 ( j > , ]
-[FA. ( 1 / (1 - ? A li1 )][RBi>1].
The mean reward for a single state occupancy in the rest of the states 
are derived in a similar fashion. Note that in states (k,1) (k,2) (k,3) 
there is only one policy since there are no further decisions to be 
made. Furthermore, each of these states makes a transition, to a 
trapping state labeled cu • The mean reward in state cu is zero. As
mentioned before state oj will serve as the reference state in the
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policy iteration algorithm. The benefit of this is that the relative 
values of states (i,l), (i,2 ) and (i,3 ) will be equal to the total mean 
execution time for the set of tasks starting on processors 1 , 2 and 3 
respectively. If we now apply policy iteration a set of policies will 
be chosen which will give the task-processor assignment with the minimal 
total execution time.
2.4.2 Programs with branches
So far we we have able to determine the optimal task-processor 
assignment for task precedence graph of a program with no branches. 
However a task graph with probabilistic branching is not quite so 
straightforward. In particular the assignment of the task executed 
after a probabilistic join point is difficult. There are two different 
approaches to analysing probabilistic branching. These approaches 
greatly affect the assignment of the task after the probabilistic join 
point. First, if a task is allowed to reside on more than one processor 
then the assignment of tasks to processors is unrestricted in the 
branching case. On the other hand, if a task is forced to reside on one 
and only one processor then the assignment of task following the join 
point must be independent of the branch taken. The differences between 
these two approaches are best explained by an example. Consider the 
task graph shown in Figure 2.6 and a three processor system. If tasks 
are allowed to reside on more than one processor then the optimal 
assignment of task d may differ dependent on the branch taken. However, 
if task d is restricted to reside on only one processor then the choice 
must be made independent of the branch taken.
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Figure 2.6* Task System Graph for Distributed 
Program with Branches
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The dynamic execution model in the unrestricted case is given in 
Figure 2.7* The numbers labeling the policy arcs in Figure 2.7 are used 
purely to differentiate the policies in a given state. Since policies 
are independently defined in each state the number of policies can vary 
from state to state. There is a policy for each possible next task 
under each possible branch condition. Each of these alternatives are 
labeled on the arcs in the state transition diagram. The transition 
probabilities are equal to the branch probabilities. For example, the 
transition probability for the policy labeled 1 in state (a,l), is t 
from state (a,l) to state (b,l) and 1 - i|r from (a,l) to state (c,l). This 
applies in a similar fashion to the other arcs. Now if we restrict a 
module location to a single processor then the system can be modeled by 
increasing the number of states so that the tasks between the 
probabilistic branch and join points are represented by a complete set 
of states for each possible assignment of the task immediately following 
the probabilistic join point. These extra states are labeled with an 
extra two-tuple indicating the assignment of task d. The task execution 
model for the restricted assignment case in a three-processor system is 
quite ccm pi ex. Instead, a two-processor task execution model of Figure 
2.6 is shown in Figure 2.S.
2.4.3 Programs with concurrency
We have extended the model to include a well-defined form of 
concurrent processing which is all the processing represented by the 
nodes between a pair of fork and join points. This will allow us to 
study tradeoffs between the delay associated with initiating concurrent
u>
LO
Figure 2.7. Dynamic Execution Model [Branching - Unrestricted Assignment Case]
Figure 2.8. Dynamic Execution Model [Branching Restricted Assignment Case]
/'
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processing and the expected speed improvement. We hasten to point out 
that a scheduling algorithm for sets of independent tasks with arbitrary 
execution times and an arbitrary number of processors is basically an 
enumerative one [CoDe73]» Therefore we will consider only heuristic 
scheduling algorithms and how they perform.
The actual assignment of concurrent tasks will be considered as a 
sub-problem. However, given an assignment we can calculate the mean 
concurrent execution time with the following stochastic model. 
Therefore concurrent execution can be represented in the dynamic 
execution model by a single state with reward equal to the mean 
concurrent execution time.
The stochastic model is based on work by Towsley, Chandy and Browne 
[ToCB78] on CPU:I/O and I/O:I/O overlap. Throughout this chapter we 
have assumed that the execution and checkpointing times are not governed 
by any particular distribution function. However, now we will assume, 
for ease of solution, that all the times are exponentially distributed. 
Although this assumption may not be well .justified, [ToCB78] has found 
good correlation with simulator results when making this assumption.
In the stochastic model for concurrent execution each state in the 
Markov transition diagram models the concurrent tasks which have 
completed execution as well as those that have failed and need to be 
restarted. In general the transition probabilities from state i to 
state j for each of the remaining tasks is:
Prj task i finishes first out of the remaining tasks and
task i does not have to be restarted}
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By way of example consider just the concurrent execution of tasks a, b,
and c as shown in Figure 2.9. We assume their execution rates are
u , u , u and the restart rates are {3 , 8 , . The probabilitiesa ' b c a b c
tasks a, b, and c need to be reexecuted are FA^,,FA^,FAQ, respectively. 
The Markov transition diagram is given in Figure 2.10. Note that we 
chose to show the weighted transition rates rather than the transition 
probabilities and associated state waiting times. Each of the states in 
Figure 2.10 is labeled with a two-tuple. The first entry is a string 
indicating the identity of the tasks which have completed execution. 
The second entry is a string indicating the tasks that have failed. The 
label, is the null string indicating no tasks.
In this model we have taken advantage of the Markov property in two 
ways. First, once the process has entered the state indicating some 
task has finished execution and a some set of tasks remains to be 
executed, we compute the conditional probabilities that each of the 
remaining tasks will finish first (and the total time spent in the 
state) as if none of the remaining tasks had received any service. 
Second, we assume a task is run to completion and then checked. If it 
fails the test it is restarted and reexecuted. We consider state 
transitions only at moments when a task is completely finished. If a 
task, out of the group of remaining tasks, finishes and fails its check 
then the probability that the task in question finishes first when it is 
reexecuted is once again a competition between the same set of remaining 
tasks (similarly for all other tasks) by the Markov property. Of
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Figure 2.9. Concurrent Task System Graph
^abc^
Figure 2.10. Concurrent Execution Model
U)oo
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course, while a task is being restarted, the execution of other 
concurrent tasks are not affected. Therefore a stochastic concurrent 
execution model can he generated for an arbitrary set of concurrent 
tasks. We will use this model to determine the mean execution time of a 
set of concurrent tasks, by computing the mean time from the state (0 ,0) 
to the state (abc,0) [Howa7l].
In addition to the execution time of the concurrent tasks, there is 
an overhead associated with initiating concurrent execution as well as 
communicating the results to the next task. These will be called 
concurrent task initiation time of the set of concurrent tasks cr by 
processor x, Cl and the concurrent task communication time from the
w , X
set of concurrent tasks to task j on processor x, CC . . Concurrent<J
task initiation time is a function of which processor initiates the 
tasks. This can model the relative capabilities of a processor to 
initiate concurrent execution. Concurrent task communication is a 
function of which processor collects the results of the execution. This 
can model the communication cost between all of the processors engaged 
in concurrent execution and the processor designated to run the next 
task. We typically will compare concurrent execution to serial 
execution of all the concurrent tasks on a single processor. In this 
way we can determine if the cost of communication and initiation 
overhead outweighs the execution advantages of concurrent processing. 
'This will be modeled by adding another state and policy arc to the 
dynamic model. This additional state will have policies with reward 
equal to the initiation, execution, and communication cost for
concurrent task execution.
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2. 5  Example
The following example will serve to illustrate the various models 
and algorithms developed in the previous sections. Consider a 
three-processor system running the distributed program characterized by 
the task system graph shown in Figure 2.1. The dynamic execution model 
is given in Figure 2.11. The states labeled (def,l), (def,2), and 
(def,3) model the execution of tasks d,e and f serially on processors 
1,2 and 3 respectively. The state labeled a models the concurrent 
execution of tasks d,e and f. The remaining distributed program 
descriptors are given below.
The execution times of task i on processor x [EX. ] are shown in1 , x
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Execution Times
processor
task 1 2 3
a 4.0 1.5 8.0
b 3-0 1.5 7-0
c 2. 0 1.4 1.4
d 9.0 4-5 2.0
e 6.0 2.5 5.0
f 4.0 1 .0 9.0
g 1 . 8 5-0 4.0
h 4-0 5.0 0.1
i 0.9 0.9 7.0
Figure 2.H. Dynamic Execution Model for Example
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The checkpoint times for task i on processor x (CH. ) are given 
in Table 2.2. 1,X
Table 2.2 Checkpoint Times
processor
task 1 2 3
a 0.5 0.5 1.0
b 1.0 0.5 1.0
c 1.0 0.1 0. 1
d 1.0 0.5 0.5
e 1 .0 0.5 2.0
f 1 .0 1 .0 1.0
&O 0.2 1 .0 2.0
h 0.1 0.8 0.01
i 0.1 0.1 1.0
The restart times for task i on processor x [RE.  ^] are given in 
Table 2.3* 1,X
Table 2.3 Restart Times
processor
task 1 2 3
a 10.0 10.0 10.0
b 10.0 15.0 10.0
c 20.0 10.0 10.0
d 10.0 10.0 10.0
e 10.0 10.0 10.0
f 15-0 15.0 15.0
S 20.0 10.0 20.0
h 20.0 10.0 10.0
i 20.0 20.0 20.0
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The probability task i will fail 
Table 2.4.
on processor are given in
Table 2.4 failure Probabilities
processor
task 1 2 3
a 0.001 0.001 0.001
b 0.001 0.001 0.001
c 0.001 0,001 0.0001
d 0.0001 0.01 0.001
e 0.001 0.0001 0.0001
f 0.01 0.001 0.0001
3 0.0001 0.01 0.001
h 0.001 0.001 0.001
i 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
The communication time from task i on
processor y [CO ] are given in Tables? j f yJ
processor
2.5, 2.6,
x to task 
2.7 and 2.3
•i on
Table 2.5 Communication Times
To
From 0 ,1) (b,2) (b,3)
(a,D 
(a,2)
(a,3) 
_ ____
0.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 0.0 2.0 
1.0 2.0 0.0
Table 2.6 Communication Times
To
From 0 ,1) 0 ,2)
0 , 0 0.0 1 .0 1.0
0 ,2) 1 .0 0.0 2.0
(o,3) 1 .0 2.0 0.0
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Table 2.7 Communication Times
To
From (i,l) (i,2) (i,3)
(g,D
(g,2)
(g,3)
0.0 0.5 0.5 
2.0 0.0 1 . 0  
1 . 5 2.0 0.0
Table 2.S Communication Times
From
(h, 1 )
0 , 2 )
0 , 3)
In the case of the concurrent tasks d,e and f, we arbitrarily choose to 
assign task d to processor 3 , task e to processor 2 and task f to 
processor 1. Using the mean times previously given for tasks d,e, and f 
as the means of the exponential distribution used in the concurrent 
execution model given in section 4*3, the mean execution time of 
concurrent task d,e, and f is computed to be 8 .099*
To
(i,1 ) (i,2 ) (i,3)
0.0  3*0 3*0
1.0 0 .0  4 *0
2.0 2.0 0.0
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The concurrent task initiation time of the set of tasks d,e,f are are 
given in Table 2.9.
Table 2.9 Initiation Times
processor
task i\>
d ,e ,f 3.0 2.5 2.0
The concurrent task communication time from the set of tasks d,e,f are 
given in Table 2.10.
Table 2.10 Communication Times
processor
task 1 2 3
d ,9 ,f 3.0 4.0 5.0
Now by applying the policy iteration algorithm previously described, the 
optimal task-processor assignment is:
(a,2) (b,2) (c,3)
(d,3) (e,2) (f,1)
(g,3) (h.1) (1,1).
The total distributed program execution time for this assignment is
13.43.
2.6 Summary and conclusions
Up to this point we have assumed that the data we are interested in 
(execution time, restart time, checkpoint time, communication time, 
failure probability) are available. In reality these values may be
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difficult to obtain and it is not practical to force the user or
compiler to supply these estimates. As in [ston77] a reasonable 
approximation is to assume the running time of a module on one processor 
is a constant proportion of the execution time on the other processor. 
This constant reflects the relative computing power of the processors. 
Of course this is only a rough estimate and should be used only when no 
other data is available. This method can be applied in a similar 
fashion to obtain checkpoint and restart times. As for failure
probabilities these could be derived from the relative reliabilities of 
the various processors. Communication interface speed can be modeled in 
the same way as processor speed. That is, some processors may be 
connected to high speed data links while another pair may be
communicating through some low speed data link. The communication times 
will reflect these relative speeds.
The integration of performance and reliability parameters in
computer system models has received increased attention in recent years
[Beau78, ChAb80, MeFWSO]. This is one of the first attempts at
developing a scheduling algorithm which takes into account processor 
performance (execution and communication speed) and processor 
reliability (failure probability, checkpoint time and restart time). As 
in all static assignment algorithms it is at the mercy of the data 
supplied to it. To obtain a truly optimal assignment all of the
parameters must be known. However in most cases rough estimates can
produce near-optimal solutions.
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As Stone suggests dynamic assignment of program modules is a more 
reasonable approach. Of course, we could take this algorithm and solve 
it in several time windows in order to obtain a dynamic load balancing, 
but that is a time-consuming operation yielding questionable benefits. 
As we have stated previously, the results of the scheduling algorithm 
are applicable only in those cases where the distributed program is 
either periodically submitted or if the measure of interest is a upper 
or lower bound on some system performance metric. In many systems we 
will have to deal with a variability in workload; a situation in which 
the class of algorithms described here are of minimal value. In 
addition, we have made an implicit assumption that there is no 
interference generated from other programs running in the system.. This 
is obviously false in general purpose systems. Therefore, in Chapter 3 
we will model a distributed system stochastically and identify those 
load balancing algorithms which can function in a dynamic distributed
environment.
CHAPTER 3
LOAD BALANCING
3 .1 Introduction
In order to be able to take full advantage of a distributed 
computing facility it is important not only to distribute the hardware, 
but also to distribute the control of these resources. Distributing 
system control has advantages in terms of both increased system 
availability and improved system performance. System availability can 
be enhanced since there is no critical central resource. System 
response can be improved since decisions are made locally rather than by 
a single process which may become a performance bottleneck. Distributed 
control has been characterized by Lelann [Lela79] by three conditions.
1. There is more than one process participating in the 
function.
2. The view which any two processes have of the global state 
of all processes participating in this function
are different.
3. There is no unique process which enforces the property 
of consistent and identical views of the global state.
Lelann points out that distributed control is very different from 
centralized control since at any time several processes or processors 
may observe different and inconsistent views of the global system state. 
Therefore, distributed control requires techniques which can not be
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simple extensions of centralized techniques.
One of the major advantages of a distributed system is the ability 
of the system to dynamically share workload among the processors. Each 
local site will determine what portion of the load will be processed 
locally and what portion should be directed to less-loaded processors. 
This concept has been called load balancing. To be more specific we 
will call the set of scheduling algorithms local to each of the
processors in the distributed system a distributed scheduling algorithm 
since job scheduling is done without full knowledge of the system state. 
We are interested in defining and studying general distributed 
scheduling algorithms which can work well in a distributed computing 
environment. In this chapter we define a new class of distributed 
scheduling algorithms which are based on the theory of linear
mean-square estimation. We compare this algorithm against those 
currently proposed and show the performance advantages of this new class 
of algorithms. Section 3*2 gives a brief overview of previous work in
scheduling of multiple processor systems. In section 3*3 we discuss
various classes of distributed scheduling algorithms including our 
proposed algorithm. Section 3*4 contains a description of the general 
distributed system simulator, which is used as a tool to study these 
various algorithms. A representative set of workloads is run on the
simulator and the results are given in section 3*5* Section 3.6 
contains a summary of results as well as directions for future research.
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5 .2 Previous Work
Previous work in scheduling has largely been separated into two 
disciplines: deterministic and stochastic scheduling. As we have seen
in Chapter 2, in the area of deterministic scheduling of distributed 
processor systems much of the work has centered around the research into 
load balancing done by Stone et. al. [ston77, Ston78, RaST79]» Related 
work has also been done by both [KaRG79] and [MiSe79]* One of the major 
obstacles to the use of deterministic models is their relative inability 
to represent the variability of the workload found in most computer 
installations. Characterizing the behavior of a job by a few 
deterministic parameters requires some very crude approximations to be 
made. For this reason, we have chosen to study the problem of 
scheduling on a distributed computing system with probabilistic models 
as they are naturally suited to the representation of workload 
variability.
In the area of stochastic scheduling in a uniprocessor system a 
great deal of effort has gone into the study of a few basic scheduling 
techniques. The round-robin (RR), first-in first-out (FIFO), shortest 
elapsed time (SET), shortest remaining processing time first (SRPT) 
disciplines are analyzed in detail in [CoDe73]» These analytic models 
have done quite well in describing the relative merits of these 
disciplines and identifying those system performance criteria for which 
a particular algorithm is best suited. However, these models do not 
deal with those issues particular to scheduling in multiple processor
systems.
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Recently there have been several papers which address the problem 
of scheduling in multiple processor systems. Chow and Kohler [chKo79] 
present a series of queueing models for a simple heterogeneous two 
processor system. Each model is distinguished by a job scheduling 
strategy which is designed to reduce the average turnaround time by 
balancing the total load among processors. In each case an arriving job 
is assigned by a central job dispatcher to one of N parallel processors. 
The processor is chosen either to minimize a job^s response time or 
maximize the system throughput. An approximate numerical method is 
introduced for analyzing two processor systems. However, the 
generalization of this technique for three or more processors does not 
seem to be straightforward. Although the models are useful for 
analyzing the optimal scheduling policy in a two processor system, there 
are two assumptions which preclude their use for distributed processor 
systems. First, there is a central job dispatcher and second, there is 
no consideration of interprocessor communication costs.
Foschini and Salz [FosS78] have generalized one of the policies 
considered by Chow and Kohler (minimal response time) to include 
multiple job dispatchers. Basically they have chosen to analyze the 
shortest queue algorithm with the diffusion approximation [Koba74-].
Although this work is an excellent application of the diffusion
approximation, there is no consideration of the effects of finite
communication time and limited state information on the performance of 
the shortest queue algorithm.
Finally Mehra, Wong and Majithia [MeWM80] have done a comparative 
study of various two-processor configurations. They state that the 
model for adaptive organization does not yield to exact analysis. Hence
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they conclude that the performance of this organization is best studied 
by discrete simulation. Their results are not directly applicable to 
distributed processing since there is a central scheduler as well as, 
once again, no consideration of the effects of communication time and 
limited state information.
In summary, most of the work in the area has centered around the 
shortest queue algorithm and central schedulers for multiple processor 
systems. One of the reasons for this is that such system configurations 
are more amenable to analytic modeling techniques. This is also why the 
majority of the work is centered around two processor systems. While 
analytic modeling approaches are certainly valid, in light of current 
solution techniques, the limitations imposed by analytic tractability 
are far too stringent. In particular, in adaptive scheduling we are 
forced to deal with state-dependent transition probabilities which 
impose an even greater restriction on the use of analytic tools. We are 
more interested in designing and analyzing algorithm(s) which will 
perform well in a distributed computing environment, rather than 
developing some closed-form solutions for a tractable analytic model in 
which so many assumptions have been made that the model no longer 
accurately reflects the real system. For this reason we have written a 
general purpose distributed system simulator. This will provide a 
testbed on which we can study various distributed scheduling algorithms
in a controlled environment.
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5.5 Distributed Scheduling Algorithms
A distributed system has been defined as a collection of processing 
elements operating under decentralized control. In this chapter we will 
model a distributed comouting system by a network of queues as 3hown in 
Figure 3.1. The system state will be characterized by the queue length 
at each processor and our measure of system performance will be the mean 
response time of the .jobs originating at each of the processors. Of 
course, there are many measures of system state such as CPU utilization 
or memory utilization. Any one of these measures or combination of 
measures could be used as a characterization of system state; however, 
we will look only at the queue length.
3.3.1 Fixed algorithms
The simplest type of distributed scheduling involves using fixed 
decision rules to assign a task to a particular processor. This family 
of algorithms can be broken down into two groups: deterministic and 
random fixed scheduling. In deterministic fixed scheduling a policy is 
established whereby at a fixed point in the system state tasks are 
redirected to another processor. For example, in our system model each 
processor would accept tasks until its queue reaches a fixed length at 
which point future tasks are rerouted to a fixed neighbor. One instance 
of a deterministic fixed scheduling algorithm would be a round-robin 
scheduler. In a round-robin scheme each processor would direct the next 
schedulable .job to the next processor modulo the total number of 
processors. Random fixed scheduling involves making a decision based on 
a random number calculation. For example, a .job entering into the 
system is assigned to processor X with probability p and to processor Y
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with probability 1-p. The advantage of the class of fixed algorithms is 
that the decision making process is relatively simple. However, the 
scheme is highly inefficient with respect to communication bandwidth 
utilization, since the average number of .jobs being transfered may be 
quite high. The algorithm is not adaptive so fluctuations in workload 
can result in widely varying system performance. A more reasonable 
approach is to employ some form of feedback mechanism in the job control 
mechanism.
5.5.2 Shortest queue algorithm
The next algorithm we will consider is the shortest queue 
algorithm. figure 5.2 shows a relative time scale where we have 
indicated the point in time the job arrives to the processor and the 
scheduler must make a decision as to where the job should be executed. 
He have mads the assumption that at certain points in time the total 
system, state is updated. These points are relatively infrequent 
compared to the arrival of jobs. This scheme may be implemented by
transfering a message from one processor to another, where each 
processor updates its own queue length. It is not important that the 
updated values are consistent with some universal clock, only that they 
provide some feedback information. The po int t-1 is the last time at 
which the total system state was known by the local processor. Of
course the local scheduler knows the local processor's state exactly.
The time between points t-1 and t is the time since the last update of
system, state and includes any communication time required to propagate 
the updated information. Each processor places the job to be scheduled 
on the processor with the shortest queue as indicated by the last 
updated queue length information. If the scheduler chooses to place the
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.job on a processor other than the local one there 'Jill be a delay which 
is the interprocessor communication time required to propagate update 
information.
The shortest queue algorithm 3ends jobs to the queue with the 
shortest length. A.s we have seen in section 5.2 this algorithm has been 
studied extensively in the literature. While this technique is better 
than the fixed scheduling algorithms there are basically two 
disadvantages. First, the total system state is known only at fixed 
points in time and this algorithm makes the incorrect assumption that 
the queue lengths remain fixed during the interval between updates. 
Second, no provision is made for taking into account the amount of time 
required to transfer a job from one processor to another. By not 
considering communication time the scheduler may ship jobs for what 
appears to be a faster execution time only to have the job arrive and 
find a longer queue. In addition by not taking into account the 
overhead associated with transmission a job may actually spend more time 
being transmitted than being executed. Since this algorithm has been 
studied in the literature we will use it as a point of comparison with 
our proposed algorithm.
3.3.5 Linear predictive algorithm
The major deficiency of the shortest queue algorithm is that it 
does not have any mechanism for predicting the current state of the 
system based on the previous state. Thi3 might be easier to do if we 
could characterise the arrival process; however, this appears to be 
impossible since the arrival process is dependent on the scheduling 
algorithm and vice-versa. What we need then is a predictive algorithm
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The algorithm which we propose is based on the theory of linear 
mean-square estimation. We will model the queue length of a particular 
processor as a series of scalar observations. The algorithm then 
predicts the queue length in the next time period as a function of a set 
of previous observations.
More formally, let ! q^  f 0<=tOf! be a set of scalar observations of 
a particular processor's queue length that we wish to model using linear 
prediction. If we assume that the observations are well approximated by 
a linear combination of W previous observations (which we will call the 
window), it is natural to assume a predictor of the form
W
dt = - 2 ak^t-k’ 0<-t<=T
k=l
The error between q and the predicted value, qt, is
W/\
et 3 it - it * it * T aut-kk=l
0<= t<=T
dote that in all sums the variables with negative subscripts are set 
equal to zero. The method of least squares is used to choose the
parameters a which are called the forward predictor coefficients. The 
total squared error is
T 2 T w p
V t 3 2 et - Z (qt + Z
t-0 t=0 k=X
which doss not depend on any specific'knowledge of the arrival oattern.
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This quantity is minimized hy setting the derivatives with respect to 
the predictor coefficients equal to zero. The resulting equations are 
called the normal equations and are given by:
W T T
S ak S ^t-k^t-i = “ ^t^t-i ’ k=l k=l t=0
for 1 <=i<=W
The solution of this set of simultaneous linear equations determines the 
predictor coefficients. Of course, this solution is known to be 0(T/r), 
but recently there has been shown to be an O(W^) solution. The details 
of the derivation are available in [MDKV77].
The scheduling algorithm we propose uses the linear predictive 
algorithm to estimate the queue length at each of the schedulers
non-local processors at the next system update time. We will assume
that the queue length at each of the processors changes as a linear 
function between update times. Therefore a line is drawn from the last 
queue length to the estimated queue length (as shown in Figure 7*2). 
Then during the interupdate time the queue length at each of the 
non-local processors is interpolated from the corresponding line. The
scheduler then ships the jobs to the estimated shortest queue. The
communication delay is implicitly considered in the scheduling decision 
since it is in the feedback loop.
The algorithm is adaptive since on each iteration new values for 
the forward predictors are calculated. Therefore the algorithm is able 
to track variations in the processor queue length. The algorithm can be 
tuned to a particular signal by the correct choice of two parameters. 
The number of past observations, W, can greatly affect the performance
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of the algorithm. If the window is too small then not enough previous 
history will he used in the prediction. Conversely, if the window is 
too large then the measures taken in the distant past may no longer be 
relevant. In fact they may lead to increased prediction error. The 
algorithm is also sensitive to the initial assumption that is made about 
the variance of the prediction error. The variance, E is initialized 
to the assumed value for this variance. A large value results in a 
conservative prediction, i.e., the predicted values tend to the sample 
mean until the effects of the initial value has died away and sufficient 
statistics have been accumulated. Currently there is no algorithm for 
determining the window size or the expected error variance. In the work 
we present in section 3*5 we have basically used a trial and error 
technique in tuning the algorithm for a particular system configuration.
3.3*4 Optimal algorithm
In an effort to determine how the proposed algorithm compares to 
the best that can be done, we have defined an optimal scheduling 
algorithm. This optimal schedule is defined under three conditions. 
First, this is a non-preemptive schedule. Second, each task must be 
assigned when it enters the system. This second condition implies a 
strict precedence relationship. Third, in the optimal algorithm we 
assume full knowledge of the system state, including execution time of 
all jobs when they enter the system. The optimal algorithm will be to 
compute on arrival the delay on each of the processors until the job can 
be executed, then choosing the shortest one. This is done by first 
computing the time to complete execution of all tasks scheduled on each 
of the processors. This includes both the queued jobs as well as the 
job currently executing. Then, if the job is to be transmitted to a
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non-local processor we must add in the execution time of all jobs which 
will arrive and need to be executed before the job under consideration 
will. Also, we must consider the delay experienced to transmit the 
task. This includes both the job currently being transmitted as well as 
the queued jobs. A simulator was written to compute the optimal 
schedule.
3.4 Simulator
3*3*1 Simulation techniques
figure 3*1 shows the basic model of our distributed system. It is 
this structure that forms the basis of our simulator. Now we must 
formulate a model for the workload which is to drive the distributed 
computer system's model during the simulation. Depending on the type of 
workload model there are basically three types of computer system 
simulators:
a. distribution driven simulators
b. trace driven simulators
c. program driven simulators.
The distribution driven simulator is a simulator whose input is 
derived from stochastic models of workload. The chief advantage of this 
type of simulator is that the workload can be described in a compact 
form. Implicit in this is the flexibility of the description, which is 
very useful in studying new designs since the range of parameters of 
interest are easily characterized. A trace driven simulator is based on 
a trace of input events, generally recorded during a measurement session 
of an existing machine. While trace driven simulators implicitly 
contain any correlation between simulation parameters there are two
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major disadvantages. First, there is a large volume of data involved 
and second, the traces are totally unmodifiable. A trace driven 
representation of workload makes it very inconvenient to model changes 
in the workload which did not occur during the actual tracing, whereas 
modifying a distribution in a distribution driven simulator is simple. 
The program driven simulator is based on a description of workload in 
program form. It is usually more compact and more flexible than the 
trace driven solution but it certainly is less accurate. In particular, 
the variety of sequences of state duration that program driven solution 
produces is usually quite limited unless straight-line programs are 
used. However, in this case, they very closely resemble traces and 
share their lack of compactness. Therefore, we have chosen to use a 
distribution driven simulator in our study of distributed scheduling 
algorithms.
Rather than implement the simulator in a language such as FORTRAN 
or PASCAL we have chosen to use a simulation language called 
SIMULA [Birt73]• By using a process-oriented simulation language we are 
able to work within a framework in which we can more easily formulate 
the system model. SIMULA does this by providing features which 
facilitate:
a. the static description of the system to be modeled 
(e.g., statements for the creation and deletion of
processes and the specification of the attributes 
and interrelationships),
b. the dynamic description of the system (e.g., the 
automatic update of the simulated time clock, the 
definition and scheduling of events),
c. the representation of stochastic phenomena 
(e.g., pseudo-random number generation),
d. the collection, reduction and presentation of data 
(e.g., histograms).
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3*4.2 General distributed system simulator
We will describe the simulator by following the flow of jobs or 
tasks through the system. The arrival of jobs to the system can be 
modeled by a variety of distributions. The most commonly used one in 
analytic modeling is the exponential distribution. While the major 
reason for this is analytic tractability, Poisson arrival for jobs is 
thought to be quite good for transaction processing systems. Tie only 
deficiency of the exponential distribution is its inability to model the 
bursty arrival of jobs. For that reason we have chosen to model the 
arrival of jobs with a two-stage hyperexponential. In this way we can 
model arrival distributions with coefficients of variation greater than 
1 . A hyperexponential distribution can be seen as a parallel 
combination of two exponential processes. Heuristically one of the 
stages models the arrival rate during a "slow” period and the other 
stage models arrivals during a "busy" period. Note that the exponential 
distribution is just a degenerate form of the hyperexponential.
Once a job arrives to a processor the distributed scheduling 
algorithm local to that processor makes a decision as to which processor 
that task should be executed on. If the decision is to send the task to 
a processor other than the one that the job arrived at, it is placed 
onto a shared communication channel. This might be implemented by an 
Ethernet [MeBo76] or some other local computer network [ThFr79.]. The 
performance or reliability advantages of other interconnection
structures will not be discussed here, although this design decision 
will obviously impact the performance of the system. Once a job has 
been assigned to a processor it is served by a single server. While in 
general each processor in the system may be multiprogrammed, the
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abstraction to a single server subsystem is valid from an overall system 
viewpoint. Once again there are a variety of distributions which could 
be used to model the .job service time. Measurement results indicate 
that the coefficient of variation of GPU time distributions are 
generally much higher than 1 [perron], Therefore, we have chosen to 
model the service time with a two-stage hyperexponential. In section 
b•b we will show how the results will vary if the exponential assumption 
is made.
Ve have also made the decision that once an assignment is made the 
decision is not re-evaluated. This prevents the possibility of a .job 
being passed around without any useful work being done.
3.5 Example
In this section we will compare the linear predictive algorithms 
against various other algorithms on the basis of the mean response time 
averaged over all the processors. We will also examine how the
performance of the linear predictor algorithm behaves as a function of 
the window size, the expected variance of the error and the system 
update period. By making this comparison we can study the value of 
using a predictive algorithm. In all cases we have assumed a four
processor system, where each processor is running a cony of the
particular scheduler under study. We will study how the algorithms 
behave in different workload environments. Is in all
performance-related work the most difficult task is formulating a
representative workload. We have examined a number of different
workloads and the results from the two shown here are representative of
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the others which were studied. The units of the numbers shown hereare 
all normalized to the mean communication time which is set equalvto one. 
For all our examples the communication time was uniformly distributed 
with a mean of one. Also it is important to note that the non-linear 
behavior shown in the graphs is due to the fact that the data points are 
merely connected with straight lines.
In the first case, consider a lightly loaded system as specified in 
Table 3.1. The coefficient of variation of the arrival process will be 
denoted as arld for the service process as Cg.
Table 3.1
Arrival Service
Process©r Mean r%a Mean n3
1 10.5 10 1 .125 15
2 10.5 10 1.125 15
3 10.5 10 1 .125 15
10.5 10 1 .125 15
In all the figures solid lines will indicate results from using the
shortest queue algorithm, while dashed lines will be for the linear
predic tive algorithm. The graphs themselves will also be marked with 3Q
and L? to indicate the use of either the shortest queue or the linear
predictive algorithm. As we can see in Figure 3*3 the performance of
the system is not greatly enhanced by■ the linear prediction algorithm.
This is most likely because the queue length never grows very large and
therefore any error in prediction will not result in excessive execution 
delay. Therefore, for lightly loaded systems the proposed algorithm is
of little value.
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So, we will consider a busier system as specified in Table 3.2, in 
which only one of the processors is lightly loaded. Although we will
not show many of the other simulation results, the results given in this
chapter are representative of the behavior of a large class of workload
characterizations.
Table 3.2
Arrival Service
Processor "lean Ca Mean n°S
1 6.3 1.5 5.0 1 .7
2 25.0 1.5 5.0 1 .7
3 5.3 1.5 5.0 1.7
4 5.3 1*5 5.0 1 .7
Figure 3.4 presents a wealth of information. Me can see that in this
environment the linear prediction algorithm does work considerably
better. In many cases there is a 10% to jCv improvement in the mean
response time averaged over all processors. Also notice that the 
algorithm as it is currently configured (W = 5, E = 1.0) performs best 
when the update period is 30. Figure 3.4 also serves to illustrate that 
as the update period increases the response time increases. This is to 
be expected since the schedulers have less and less information and 
therefore are making more scheduling mistakes.
As we have just noticed the algorithm works better when it is tuned 
for the particular system. Figure 3-5 shows how the algorithm behaves 
for varying window sizes. For window sizes less than 3 the nrcuosed 
algorithm approaches the oerformance of the shortest queue algorithm. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates how the algorithm performs as a function of the
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expected error variance, E For values of Ey near 1 .0 the system 
operates best. Two simple fixed scheduling algorithms are also shown; 
the round-robin (RR) and the random scheduler (RS). While the 
round-robin scheduler works fairly well, the linear predictor still does 
between 10 and 1 better. In the case of the random scheduler the 
linear predictor is almost 40^ faster.
Also on Figure 3.4 we have plotted the mean response time of the 
system if the optimum algorithm is used to schedule the tasks. This 
line is marked with an OP. Obviously the optimum algorithm is not a
function of the update time. The important thing to note i3 that there 
is still room for improvement of the algorithm. This can probably be 
achieved only through modification of the linear predictive algorithm 
and not through tuning.
Figures 3*7, 3*3 end 3-9 show how the different assumptions for the 
arrival and service time distribution affect the predicted performance 
of the system. We have marked the graphs with a notation similar to 
queueing systems notation. The first marking i3 the arrival 
distribution and the second marking is the service iistribution. The 
symbol M indicates the exponential distribution and the symbol H? 
indicates the two-stage hyperexponential. In each of the figures a 
hyperexponential distribution was substituted with an exponential 
distribution with the 3ame mean. It is interesting to note that no 
matter what the workload characterization the linear predictive 
algorithm performed well. Figure 3*7 is oerhaps the most dramatic 
display of the possible inaccuracies which can result from making the 
exponential assumptions. In Figure 3.7 both the arrival and service 
processes are exponentially distributed. The important thing to note yls
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that if the processes are indeed hyperexponential and were instead 
modeled with an exponential distribution the response time predicted 
would be as much as 75^ off. Figures 5.8 and 3.9 show the effect of 
making the assumptions of either exponential service or exponential 
arrival respectively. Neither of these assumptions accurately tracks 
the Hp/Hp system. 'Therefore even if we could solve this problem 
analytically using the simplified Markov assumptions the results would 
be useless.
5.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we have developed a new algorithm for resource 
control in a distributed computing system. The algorithm is adaptive so 
that it needs no prior knowledge of the workload and can therefore 
easily conform to changes in the workload. The algorithm can also 
operate in a distributed environment since its operation does not depend 
on any central processor or process. Ne have shown that if properly 
tuned the algorithm can improve system performance by 10-30%, Of course 
it may be possible to improve the performance still further since the 
tuning was done by trial and error.
There are several areas for future research. First, it would be 
very beneficial to develop 3ome methodology or algorithm for tuning the 
linear predictive algorithm for some particular system configuration. 
Some intuition can be developed by repeated simulation runs, but this 
technique is both tedious and expensive. Second, in this study we have 
used the queue length as the measure of system state. It may be that 
some other measure or combination of measures could orovide clearer or
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more concise system state information. Third, we have made the
assumption that the system update time is both periodic as well as 
occuring in aero time. It would be very productive to loosen these 
constraints.
In the previous chapters we have considered the problem of managing 
resources in a fully available system. The distributed scheduling
algorithms defined in this chapter, by virtue of their decentralized 
mode of operation, provide a fault-tolerant environment. Since no 
processor or process depends on a single resource the system will be 
able to provide continuous operation, albeit at a reduced performance 
level. Algorithms which control the redistribution of the workload of a 
failed nrocessor are the subject of Chapter %•
CHAPTER 4
LOAD REDISTRIBUTION
4.1 Introduction
It is often asserted that distributed processor systems offer 
inherently higher availability than single processor systems. This 
claim is based largely on the multiplicity of hardware resources in a 
distributed system. One can use this hardware to achieve a high 
availability system by transfering the workload from a failed processor 
to a good processor. This technique is currently being used in the 
Tandem 16 [Katz73] and DEC"s Symmetric Multiprocessor [WilsSO]. An 
algorithm which is used to control the redistribution of workload will 
be called a load redistribution algorithm. These algorithms must be 
used with caution however, as they have the ability to make the entire 
system unstable. In particular, when a processor fails and its workload 
is redistributed, the increased workload directed towards the rest of 
the system may drive one or more of the processors into overload, 
resulting in a serious degradation of system performance. Eor this 
reason it is important to understand the behavior of a distributed 
system under failure. This chapter develops a methodology for analyzing
the behavior of distributed systems under failure; we will study load
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redistribution algorithms and determine their effect on system stability 
and performance.
As we have stated previously, in the reliability area there is 
growing interest in studying the performance of systems under failure 
[Beau73, GaKe79, MeSW80]. The Beaudry model [Beau73] defines the 
"computational capacity" of a system state as the amount of useful 
computation a system can provide per unit time in a state. In [Mel¥80] 
Heyer defines a single performance measure called "performability" , 
which gives the probability that a system performs at different levels 
of "accomplishment" as perceived by the system users. The use of these 
performance measures allows a more realistic evaluation of system 
effectiveness and a more accurate comparison between architectures. 
However, these models are concerned primarily with the ability of the 
system to perform some single computation which requires some fixed 
length of time or must be accurate within some tolerance.
Gay [GaKe79] has developed an approach for evaluating the 
performance of computer systems designed to handle a large number of
transactions or to perform real-time computation. He defines both 
"capacity" and "workload" models. The capacity model considers the 
effects of failure on a system's capabilities or "capacity" as 
determined by the system structure and gives the proportion of time
spent in a degraded mode, the workload model takes into account the 
throughput of the system in a degraded mode. In the workload model
[GaKe79] considers how .jobs should be distributed upon arrival to the 
system as well as the possibility of rearranging workload when a
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processor fails. However, the major concern was with the expected 
throughput of gracefully degradable systems and not the behavior of load 
redistribution algorithms.
This chapter will consider several topics which have not been 
considered in the above papers. These include the effects of buffering 
jobs of a failed processor, increased arrival rate due to jobs being 
routed around a failed processor, and the bulk arrival of jobs from a 
failed processor. Furthermore, we will introduce a metric for the 
stability of a distributed system. In order to study the behavior of 
load redistribution algorithms we have developed a set of analytic 
models. In section 4.2 we will discuss various definitions and
assumptions necessary to analyze the models. Section 4.3 provides a 
general methodology for defining a model for an arbitrary load
redistribution algorithm. Section 4*4 describes the models for a set of 
heuristic load redistribution algorithms and gives closed-form analytic 
results. An example is given in section 4-5 and section 4.6 contains a 
summary and some directions for future research.
4.2 Definitions and Assumptions
As jobs arrive to a distributed system they are allocated to
various processors by some scheduling algorithm. We have studied some
of these various methods of scheduling in Chapter 3. There will be a 
queueing mechanism to queue these arriving jobs. Our interest is in 
developing models which can quantitatively evaluate various 
possibilities for redistributing the workload of a failed processor.
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In order to better specify the models a support ordering has been 
defined on the set of processors. A processor i supports a processor j 
if processor i services some or all of j's jobs when processor j fails. 
Processor i is called the supporting processor of processor j and 
processor j is called the supported processor. In addition we define an 
observed processor to be that processor whose load redistribution 
behavior is currently being examined. To be more precise the load 
redistribution algorithm model characterizes the behavior of the 
observed processors queue in the case when it is acting as a supporting 
processor as well as when it is not. It is possible that some processor 
is supported by more than one processor. In that case there will be 
some algorithm to divide the workload of the failed processor to the 
various supporting processor. Whatever that algorithm is our analysis 
requires only that we know the fraction of the workload allocated to 
each supporting processor.
Before describing the load redistribution algorithm models it is 
important to list the assumptions necessary to develop and use these 
models.
1 . Each processor in the system, when it fails, has the capability of 
buffering jobs for later execution.
2. At any time only one processor is down (single processor failure).
3. Job interarrival time, fault interarrival time, job service time and 
processor repair time are exponentially distributed. The 
interarrival time of jobs and faults may in fact be distributed 
exponentially; however the choice of exponential distributions is 
largely motivated by analytic tractability. The analysis of 
non-exponential queueing systems is difficult [chHW75,Koba74] and 
since we are interested in the behavior of the system and not exact 
numerical results we feel that these assumptions are justified.
4. Communication delay between processors is negligible.
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5. The measure of system performance is the mean queue length.
Making the single processor failure assumption allows us to partition 
the distributed system into supporting processor and supported processor 
pairs. We are in essence viewing a "window" of the distributed system. 
Now instead of studying a N-queue queueing network which in general can 
be quite difficult to solve [3CMP75,ChHT77 ] we can reduce the problem to 
a two queue system. Thi3 is important since the systems we will 
consider do not have the nice properties of local balance so useful in 
the analysis of queueing networks.
The study of the behavior of distributed systems under failure can 
be approached from two different viewpoints. First, how does a load 
redistribution algorithm affect the stability of the supporting 
processor when the supported processor fails? Second, how does a load 
redistribution algorithm affect the queue length of the supporting 
processor when the supported processor fails? By systematically 
examining each of the processors in the system and its support 
relationships it is possible to determine the best (most stable) set of 
load redistribution algorithms for the system.
Our approach to answering the above questions will be to model the 
behavior of a given load redistribution algorithm with a continuous time 
Markov process. The notation we will use is given in Table 4.1. Markov 
processes have been used extensively to model the behavior of queueing 
systems [:<le76a, Kle76b]. The effect that a particular load 
redistribution algorithm has on the stability of a system is expressed 
by defining a stability criterion. The stability criterion is an
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Table 4.1 Notation
\ : arrival rate to observed processor
h : service rate of observed processor
Y : failure rate of observed processor
P : repair rate of observed processor
p : utilization of observed processor
5 : reliability utilization of observed processor
N : mean number of jobs in the queue of the observed processor
: arrival rata to supported processor 
df : service rate of supported processor
Yf : failure rate of supported processor
: repair rate of supported processor 
p_£ : utilization of supported processor 
6^ : reliability utilization of supported processor
: Pr{i jobs in queue of supported processor]
N ; mean number of jobs in the queue of the supported processorO
h^ : Pr{i jobs buffered during processor repair time]
: mean number of jobs in the buffer
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inequality which defines the allowable utilization of the observed 
processor. A utilization which exceeds this bound will cause the queue 
to grow unboundedly and result in a response tine approaching infinity. 
The stability criterion is derived from the state transition equations 
by determining the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of the stationary joint probability distribution function. By 
guaranteeing the existence of the stationary joint probability 
distribution function we can guarantee that the system modeled will be 
stable. The stability criterion can be solved for each of the models to 
be discussed by using z-transforms. Once the system is guaranteed to be 
stable we can also solve for the mean number of jobs in the queue of the 
observed processor. As we have stated previously, the mean queue length 
will serve as our measure of system performance. As an example of a 
stability criterion consider a single M/M/1 queue. For this queue the 
stability criterion is simply p<l . From Figure 4*1 we can see that as 
the utilization of the M/M/1 queue approaches the stability criterion 
the mean queue length grows towards infinity.
To be able to study the behavior of a system we need to define the 
system workload. The workload of a computer system has been defined
[Ferr7S] as the set of all inputs (programs, data, commands) the system 
receives from its environment. Representing a systems workload can be 
very difficult; approaches to this problem range from deterministic 
trace-driven simulation to analytic techniques [Ferr73]. As a good 
first-order approximation we will characterize the arrival of jobs to 
any processor in the system as a Poisson process, which we have stated 
previously. Two other arrival processes are of particular interest.
Figure 4.1. Average number in the system, M/M/l.
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First, the arrival to a given processor of the jobs from the queue of a 
failed processor. Second, the arrival of jobs which have been buffered 
for a failed processor during its repair time. In order to characterize 
these processes it is necessary to determine the probability 
distribution of the number of jobs in the queue when a processor fails 
and the probability distribution of the number of jobs buffered for a 
failed processor during the time it is down for repair.
Since processor failure is independent of job arrival and job 
service the Pr{ i jobs in the queue! the processor fails} is just the 
Pr{ i jobs in the queue}. For the M/M/1 case this has been solved 
[Kle76a] and is
8. - (I-P)P1 (4.1)
The mean number of jobs in the queue of the failed processor is
N = p/(l-Q) (4.2)g
In order to determine the distribution of the number of jobs that 
are buffered while a processor is down for repair we have defined a 
buffering model as shown in Figure 4.2. Arrival of jobs and the repair 
of the processor are the only events that can change the state of the 
model. Because of the exponential assumptions, the model is a 
continuous time, discrete state Markov process. The state of the buffer 
is characterized by the number of jobs in the buffer. The model is said 
to be in state i if there are i jobs in the buffer.
Figure 4.2 Buffering Model,
00a\
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The distribution of the number of jobs is solved using z-transforms and 
is
h. = e/a/a+p))1 (4.3)
1
The mean number of jobs buffered is
N = X/p (4.4)h
4 General Load Redistribution Model
There are many possible load redistribution algorithms which we 
could consider. The purpose of this section is to define the state 
space and the transition behavior for a model of an arbitrary load 
redistribution algorithm. We will also provide some insight into the 
solution techniques which are used to solve for the stability criterion 
and the mean queue length of the observed processor.
As stated previously, by making the single processor failure 
assumption we can view a "window" on the distributed system. The load 
redistribution model is therefore a model of the queue of the observed 
processor, which can exist in one of two states. The first state is 
when the observed processor is servicing its normal workload. The 
second is when the observed processor's supported processor fails and 
the observed processor is required to service additional workload. The 
state of the observed processor's queue can therefore be described by
two random variables:
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^  : The number of jobs waiting to be served (including the one 
being processed) at time t.
: The state of the observed processor at time t.
For notational convenience we arbitrarily assign the state of the
processor, Q to be: t
Qt : 0 if the observed processor is not supporting a processor 
1 if the observed processor is supporting a processor
Furthermore, when N = j (j>=0) and Qt = k (k=0,l) the system is said to
be in state E at time t. In a transition diagram we will mark theft-»1
states as (n,q) as shown in Figure 4*3* We also define the set of 
states B=|S _ J i> = o | . The set of states B will model the queueing
behavior of the observed processor under normal workload. Similarly, we 
define the set of states A=|E. . ] i>=0} as those which model the 
behavior of the observed processor's queue when it is supporting a 
processor.
Transitions between states in the set of states B(A) follow the 
typical birth-death process. That is, transitions from state E, n(51 ,)
are permitted only to neighboring states E, -(e ) ,
V l , 0 ( V l , 4 -  Transitions from ^ ( E ^ , )  to ^ 1  ,0(Sk+1 ,1 ) 
an arrival of a job to the processor, whereas the transition from
\  0^®k 1^  k^-1 O^k-1 1 ^ denote a job service. The job arrival
rate is in general given by which describes the rate at
which jobs arrive to the queue when the queue size is k. Similarly, we 
define the job service rate u (u ,) which is the rate at which jobsrC * VJ
{p0,1,0
Figure 4.3. General Load Redistribution Algorithm Model.
Govo
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are serviced when the queue size is k. Note that these rates are 
independent of time and depend only on the state E, n(g )• thus we 
have a continuous time homogeneous Markov chain of the birth-death type. 
At this point we have defined the behavior of the observed processor 
queue in its two possible states.
Transitions from the set of states B to A occur when the observed
processor becomes a supporting processor. These transitions from states
E. to E. . will signify a change in processor service state which J » '
occurs when the supported processor fails. The supported processor's 
failure rate is given by v. . , which describes the occurrence of 
faults when the queue size is i. Once again this rate is independent of 
time. Transitions from states in A to states in 3 occur when the 
supported processor is repaired, enabling the observed processor to 
return to servicing its normal workload. Transitions from state E. , to
S. - signify the change in processor service state when the supportedJ»o
processor is repaired. The processor repair rate is then in general 
given by P. . n. Once again these transitions are independent of 
time. These arcs from states A to 3 and B to. A fully define the load 
redistribution algorithm being modeled. Any set of transitions arcs 
which obey the assumptions given here define and describe a valid load 
redistribution algorithm.
In order to solve for the stability criterion and the mean queue 
length for the system we have modeled it is first necessary to write the 
state transition equations for the Markov chain. From these equations 
and the transition diagram we can see that the continuous time Markov
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chain (N^ f t83*") is aperiodic and irreducible. It is therefore 
ergodic if and only if a positive solution exist to the limiting state 
probabilities p(n,q) such that 
00
£ p(n,q) < 00
n=0
where, p(n,q) = lim PriNt=n> Q ) 
t—*°°
It is precisely this condition for ergodicity described in terms of 
the utilization of the observed processor which is the stability 
criterion. We will use the z-transform of the stationary joint 
probability function which is given by
Pq(z) = £ p( n,q) z11» ' z| <=1
n-0
to derive the stability criterion and the mean queue length The mean 
queue length can then be computed by
N * lim d[p(z)]/dz 
z-4
where, P(z) = PQ(Z) + p, (z).
Naturally the exact method of solution is dependent on the particular 
load redistribution algorithm being considered. In general it will be 
impossible to find a closed-form solution for the stability criterion or 
the mean queue length for the observed processor under a arbitrary load 
redistribution algorithm. Therefore, in the next section we will define 
a class of heuristically motivated load redistribution algorithms for
which we have been able to find closed-form solutions.
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4 *4 Heuristic Load Redistribution Algorithms
In the previous section we have defined the general load 
redistribution model. To more fully understand the impact of load 
redistribution algorithms on distributed systems we have chosen to study 
the most intuitive algorithms.
Algorithm 1 : Store all the jobs that are in the queue of the failed 
processor and buffer all incoming jobs to the failed 
processor while waiting for the failed processor to be 
repaired.
Algorithm 2: Redistribute all the jobs in the queue of the failed
processor to other processors and buffer all incoming jobs 
to the failed processor.
Algorithm 3: Buffer all jobs in the queue of the failed processor and
reroute all incoming jobs from the failed processor to 
other processors.
Algorithm 4: Redistribute all jobs in the queue of the failed processor
and reroute all incoming jobs from the failed processor to 
other processors.
Algorithm 1 provides a unique application of the load redistribution
model since, the observed processor is both the supporting processor as 
well as the supported processor. Thus one might say that the observed 
processor is supporting itself. For Algorithms 2,3 and 4 the observed 
processor is the supporting processor, while some other processor is the 
supported processor. In modeling these four algorithms we have made the 
additional assumption that job arrival and service are not
state-dependent within the set of states A and B. In this section we
will be examining the behavior of a given load redistribution algorithm
on a particular processor which we have called the observed processor. 
From these models we will derive the stability criterion and the mean
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queue length at the observed processor for each proposed algorithm.
4.4.1 Algorithm 1
Upon processor failure, Algorithm 1 saves all the jobs in the queue 
and also buffers all incoming jobs while waiting for the processor to be 
repaired. When the processor is repaired all the jobs in the buffer are 
resubmitted. Figure 4-4 3hows the continuous time, discrete state 
diagram for the model of the system when Algorithm 1 is used for load 
redistribution. In the case of Algorithm 1, 3ince by definition there 
is no supported processor, we will consider the case where the observed 
processor fails and uses Algorithm 1 for load redistribution. As we 
have stated previously the observed processor's queue can be in one of 
two states: qO, when the observed processor is servicing only its own
jobs, and q=1 , when the supported processor has failed and its jobs are 
being buffered until the processor is repaired. In this case, we are 
interpreting the buffering of jobs as the means of servicing them. For 
state (i,0) a job arrival causes a transition to state (i+1,0) and a job 
service causes a transition to state (i—1,0). This is identical to an
M/M/1 queue. When the processor fails, a transition is made from state 
(i,0) to state (i,l). From state (i,l) the transition back to the q^O 
states occurs when the processor is repaired. The state to which the 
process returns depends on the number of jobs buffered during the repair 
time of the failed processor. The buffered jobs represent a bulk 
arrival [Kle76a] of jobs to the system, where the bulk size is a random 
variable whose distribution is equal to the distribution of the number 
of jobs buffered. This value is given in equation 4*3* By using the
Figure 4.4. Model of Algorithm 1.
VO
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state transition equations we can show that the stability criterion is
P < 1 - YN,/n h
Furthermore, the mean number of jobs in the queue is given by 
N = (- X + yN^)(X + YN^)/( - ^ -+ti+Y "
The solution technique is shown for all three models in the Appendix.
4.4.2 Algorithm 2
Upon processor failure, Algorithm 2 transmits all the jobs from the 
queue of the supported processor to the queue of the observed 
(supporting) processor. Until the supported processor is repaired the 
incoming jobs to the supported processor will be buffered. Figure 4*5 
shows the continuous time, discrete space diagram which models the 
effect of Algorithm 2 on the observed processor. The queue is in one of 
two states: q=0, when the observed processor is servicing its own jobs;
q=1 , when the supported processor has failed and those jobs in the 
supported processor's queue at the time of failure are transmitted to 
the observed processor. The transition between the states when q=1 and 
q=0 are identical to those in a M/M/1 queue. When the supported 
processor fails a transition is made from state (i,0) to the set of 
states, A. The intensity of the transition arcs depend on the number of 
jobs in the queue of the supported processor when it fails. This 
arrival of jobs from a supported processor when it fails represents a 
bulk arrival. The bulk size is a random variable whose distribution is 
given in equation 4.2 . The transition from state (i,l) to state (i,0) 
occurs when the supported processor is repaired. As before, by using
X X X X X
Figure 4.5. Model of Algorithm 2.
ON
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the state transition equations the stability criterion can be shown to 
be
p < 1 - [Yf Pf  Ng / l i ( V f  + Pf ) l
The mean number of jobs in the queue can be bounded by
N > (2uB(Yf - X+U. + Pf) - G) / (2A)
N < (2tt B(Yf - X+M.+Pf +Yf N ) - G)/ (2A) .
A 3 (Yf +Pf)(H-*0 -Yf PfN
B 3 A/(u,(Yf + Pf))
G = - 2\(Yf + Pf) -2(2N +l)Yf Pf 
+ 2 (y “ \ + U ) ( P - " \ + u,)f t
4. 4.3 Algorithm 3
Upon processor failure, Algorithm 3 buffers all the jobs in the 
qjaeue of the failed processor and reroutes all incoming jobs to the 
supporting processor. Figure 4.6 shows the continuous time, discrete 
space diagram of the model of the system when Algorithm 3 is used for 
load redistribution. The queue is in one of two states: q=0, when the
observed processor is servicing its own jobs; q=1 , when the supported 
processor has failed and all jobs are rerouted from the supported 
processor to the observed processor. The description of the transition 
arcs is similar to Algorithm 2 with the exception that now in the A 
states the arrival rate of the jobs to the observed processor has been 
increased by an amount equal to the arrival rate to the supported 
processor. Also there are no bulk arrivals.
Figure 4.6. Model of Algorithm 3
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The stability criterion is
p < 1 - [ y f  Xf  /ut(Yf  + P f ) l
The mean number of jobs in the queue is
N =  [2Q -S(Yf +Pf)]/2R(yf +P f)
Q = Pf (grX) (Yf ** X+u +P£)
+ Yf (p, - X - Xf) (Yf - X - Xf + 4 + Pf)
R = Yf O  - X - Xf) + Pf (n - X)
S = -2 Yf(X + Xf) - 2 X P f - 2 Y f Sf 
+ 2 (Pf - X - Xf +u) (Yf - X + M.)
4.4* 4 Algorithm 4
Upon processor failure, Algorithm 4 transmits all the jobs in the 
supported queue and reroutes all incoming jobs to the supporting
processor. Figure 4.7 shows the continuous time, discrete space diagram 
of the model of the system when Algorithm 3 is used for load
redistribution. The queue is in one of two states: q=0, when the
observed processor is servicing its own jobs; q=1 , when the supported 
processor has failed and all its jobs are transfered in bulk to the 
observed processor plus all jobs are rerouted from the supported
processor to the observed processor. The description of the transition
arcs is identical to Algorithm 2 with the exception that now in the A
Figure 4.7. Model of Algorithm 4.
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states the arrival rate of the jobs to the observed processor has been 
increased by an amount equal to the arrival rate to the supported 
processor.
’The stability criterion is
p < 1 - [(Yf *£ + Yf ^ f Ng )/0(Yf + P f))l •
The mean number of jobs in the queue can be bounded by
N > (2nE(Yf - Xf + u + ^f + Vf N ) “ V)/2D 
N < <2uE(yf “ X+y,+ Sf) - V)/2D .
D = yf (M* - ^  - Xf) + Pf (U - X) ' Yf Pf Ng 
E = D/(M. (Yf + P f))
V = -2 Yf(X + Xf) -2X0f -2(2N +l)Yf Pf 
+ 2 (y  ^“ X + q) - X - X^ + y.)
4 .5 Example
We have taken some realistic job arrival, job service, processor 
failure and processor repair rates from a CYBER 175 and a IBM-560/75 
[0ffl79] and have used them in a hypothetical distributed system. The 
failure rates ranged from 1 .4(1 0"4-) faults/minute to 2.0(10"^) 
faults/minute. The average failure rate was 4»0(10”^) faults/minute. 
The repair rate ranged from 0.2 repairs/minute to 0.006 repairs./minute.
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The average repair rate was 0.022 repairs/minute. Furthermore, we have 
assumed that the processors in the system are identical with respect to 
their service rates. The service rates are set to one (M* = 1 ) for all 
processors and thus all time units are normalized accordingly. For 
simplicity we assume that there is one supporting processor for each 
processor. Furthermore, we have defined a ratio, <5 called the
reliability utilization. The reliability utilization is the ratio
between the failure rate and repair rate of the processor.. Using the 
above measures for failure and repair rate, the reliability utilization 
can vary from 7.0(10"^) to 0.333 with an average of 1.8(10“2).
Figure 4.8 shows the maximal allowable utilization for the observed 
processor when Algorithm 1 is used to control load redistribution. As 
the reliability utilization of the processor increases, the maximum 
amount of workload the processor can handle decreases rapidly. If the 
reliability utilization is kept below 0.001, the use of Algorithm 1 will 
not adversely effect the performance of the system. Figure 4*9 shows 
the mean queue length as a function of the processor utilization for 
various values of reliability utilization. This figure demonstrates 
that as the utilization of the processor approaches the stability 
criterion, the mean queue length approaches infinity.
Figure 4*10 shows the maximal allowable utilization for the 
observed processor for a range of values of 6^ under varying supported 
processor loads for both Algorithm 2 and 4- For a lightly loaded 
supported processor (p =0.1) the observed processor can almost be fully 
utilized (with no danger of saturation) even if the reliability
1  .
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Figure 4,8. Effect of reliability utilization on processor stability
[Algorithm 1] .
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figure 4.9. Effect of reliability utilization on processor performance
[Algorithm 1] .
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A: p^-O.l, Algorithm 2
B: p^-0.5, Algorithm 2 
C: p£ = 0.9, Algorithm 2
D: p^-0.1, Algorithm4 
E: p£ = 0,5, Algorithm4 
F: p =0.9, Algorithm 4
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Figure 4.10. Effect of supported processor utilization on observed processor
stability [Algorithms 2 ,4] .
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utilization is high for both the observed processor and the supported 
processor. However, once the supported processor is loaded, the maximal 
allowable utilization for the observed processor drops even for average 
values of reliability utilization. For heavily loaded systems, this 
result may point out a need for either a faster processor or a change in 
the load redistribution algorithm used. Note that the behavior of 
Algorithm 4 with a heavily loaded support processor is almost the same 
as that of Algorithm 1.
Figure 4*11 plots the maximal allowable utilization of the observed 
processor against the utilization of the supported processor for various 
values of reliability utilization of the supported processor for 
Algorithms 2 and 4* The important thing to notice i3 that if the 
reliability utilization is kept low ( 6^ <=0.1 ), no matter what the 
loading on the rest of the system, the processor under observation will 
remain stable for either load redistribution Algorithm 2 or 4.
Figure 4*12 and Figure 4*10 show the maximal allowable utilization 
of the observed processor as a function of the utilization and 
reliability utilization of the supported processor. This is a 
comparison between Algorithms 3 and 4. The important observation to 
make is that for non-heavily loaded systems the effect of bulk arrival 
on the stability of the system is negligible.
In Figures 4*14 and 4*13 we plot the lower bound of the mean queue 
length of the observed processor against the reliability utilization and 
utilization of the supported processor, respectively. In both these 
figures we consider only Algorithm 4* Our investigations have shown
FH— ------- --------- 1----------- --- ----- 1---------- --------- 1--------------— H. 4 . 8. 2 Pf . 6 l
Figure 4.H. Effect of supported processor reliability utilization 
on observed processor stability [Algorithms 2,4].
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B: pf = 0.5 Algorithm 3
C: p = 0.9 Algorithm 3
D: pc = 0.1 f Algorithm 4
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Figure 4.12 . Effect of supported processor utilization on 
observed Processor stability [Algorithms 3,4]
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figure 4.13. Effect of supported processor reliability
utilization on observed processor stability 
[Algorithms 3,4] 109
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Figure 4.14 Effect of supported processor reliability utilization 
on observed processor performance [Algorithm 4].
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Figure 4.15. Effect of supported processor utilization on observed 
processor performance [Algorithm 4],
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that for nominal system parameters the usage of Algorithm 2 by the
supported processor has minimal effect on the performance of the
observed processor. Also, Figures 4*14 and 4-15 both demonstrate that
as the utilization of the observed processor approaches the stability
criterion the mean queue length grows toward infinity. From Figure 4.14
it is easy to see that for heavily loaded systems ( p, p >0.5) thef
slightest perturbation in the reliability utilization can result in 
serious degradation of system performance. However, lightly loaded 
systems ( p, <0.5) are fairly insensitive to changes in the system
parameters.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we have developed a model for an arbitrary load 
redistribution algorithm which incorporates job arrival and service 
rates in conjunction with processor failure and repair rates. Our 
measure of system performance under failure (mean queue length) in a 
distributed systems borrows from traditional queueing theory. Models of 
n-processor distributed systems can in general be complex and are often 
intractable. By making the single processor failure assumption we are 
able to reduce the problem complexity from an n-queue to a two queue 
system. This transforms the problem in such a way that we are able to 
find closed-form analytic results. The modeling methodology developed 
has been applied to the study of a class of intuitive load 
redistribution algorithms. This approach is quite general and can be 
used to investigate other promising algorithms. In addition to the
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development of this methodology we have investigated the concept of 
system stability and discovered that distributed systems under failure 
can become unstable. The development of a quantitative measure of 
stability represents an entirely new approach to analyzing the behavior 
of systems under failure.
The results of the analysis of the load redistribution algorithms 
lead to some interesting observations. Algorithm 1, which may appear to 
be a very stable algorithm, actually has the potential to lead to a 
highly unstable system. Algorithm 2, on the other hand, has the least 
affect on the performance and stability of the supporting processor. 
This may point out that in general it is not necessary to consider the 
bulk arrival of jobs in a system analysis. 'The behavior of Algorithm 3 
varied over a wide range. If the reliability utilization or processor 
utilization of the supported processor was high then the maximal 
allowable utilization of the supporting processor was severely 
decreased. On the other end of the spectrum, if the reliability 
utilization or the processor utilization of the supported processor was 
low then the supporting processor could be fully utilized with no danger 
of overload.
There appear to be some useful extensions to this research. The 
first would be to incorporate into the model, the communication delay 
encountered when transmitting a job from one processor to another. In 
geographically distributed systems this parameter may be particularly 
significant. The second extension is to analyze the stability and 
performance of adaptive load redistribution algorithms.
ICHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Contributions
In this thesis we have studied the problem of how to utilize 
multiple processors to create a high performance as well as a high 
reliability distributed system. Although, it has been possible to 
physically interconnect computers only now have we begun to understand 
how best to logically interconnect them. In this thesis we have 
emphasised the need to view a system both in terms of its reliability as 
well as its performance requirements. This is an important point. 
Without a total system concept the tendency is either to build a 
low-performance high-reliability system or a high-performance 
low-reliability system. Each of the topics in the thesis deals with 
this tradeoff between reliability and performance. In Chapter 2 we 
considered a distributed system consisting of various types of 
processors where a task is free to run on any of the processors. A task 
may execute at a different speed, have a higher probability of failure 
or take more time to checkpoint depending on which processor it is 
assigned to. The algorithm derived in Chapter 2 takes into account both 
the processor performance and reliability characteristics and makes the
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trade-offs which result in an optimal assignment of tasks to processors. 
In Chapter 3 we developed an algorithm which balances the load in a 
distributed system resulting in an improvement in the average execution 
time of a job. More important, this algorithm operates with 
decentralized state information which means that no central process 
and/or processor failure can bring the system down. When a processor in 
a system does fail it is possible for another processor in the system to 
assume the workload of the failed processor. This generally results in 
a lower performance for the system and hence is called graceful 
degradation. This redistribution of workload must be done with caution, 
since the increased load directed towards the rest of the system may 
drive on or more of the processors into overload, resulting in a serious 
degradation of system performance. The models and criterion which we 
developed in 'Chapter 4 give conditions which if adhered to can guarantee 
system stability. Another major issue which we have studied in this 
thesis is the effects of interprocessor communication on system 
performance. In Chapter 2 we consider that there is a communication 
cost associated with establishing a communication link as well as 
transfering control from one task to another. This cost is incorporated 
into the decision making process resulting in -the optimal task to 
processor assignment. Chapter 3 considers the communication cost in a 
slightly different light. Here we see that communication is both an 
overhead (as in Chapter 2) as well as a delay which results in an 
incomplete view of the system state. The algorithm which is developed 
in Chapter 3 uses previous history to make a best guess as to the system 
state during those periods in which it is not explicitly known. The
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last issue which we studied in this thesis is the problem of
decentralized resource control . As we hav e po inted out in the
introduction there are several imethods suggested. We have introduced a
new method based on linear mean square estimation "which has been shown 
to be better than the shortest queue algorithm previously proposed.
5.2 Architectural Considerations
In the design or augmentation of future CPU'*s some architectural 
additions should be considered to support distributed processing. As we 
have stated before message communiation provides a very reliable method 
of interprocess ccmmunication, since all of the effects are initiated by 
the message listener. Therefore it is important to provide good 
hardware support for message communication. Past context switching 
would enable more messages to be handled, resulting in a higher 
performance system. As such it may be advantageous to Implement some 
form of task arbitration pipe. The hardware could latch all the task 
requests, arbitrate and decide on the next task, and set up the next 
task requirement. ‘This may also indicate the need for high speed task 
specific registers where context can be stored and retrieved quickly.
Message communiation provides a mechanism for cross-processor 
function invocation. This is analogous to the call by value procedure 
call, and as such perhaps it may be appropriate to develop a higher 
level instruction to do cross-processor function invocation. If one 
process wishes to invoke a function on another it does so by sending a 
message to a particular location. The invocation contains parameters as
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well as a return location. The return location is analogous to the
return address for procedure calls. The difference is that the caller 
and the callee may exist in two seperate execution enviroments and the 
caller need not suspend activity pending the returned result.
One of the major difficulties in a distributed system which uses 
message communication is the possibility of waiting indefinitely for the 
acknowledgement of a message transmission. This may be taken care of to 
some degree by time-out mechanism or watchdog timers. There still 
remains the problem of deciding what to do when you do time-out. 
Resubmission of the message may result in an inconsistency. This may 
indicate the need for implementing some sort of time stamp or version
number. Of course there must be many other architectural changes which 
could be suggested, we feel that these are the important ones.
5 New Directions
In every thesis it seems impingent on the author to suggest what 
might be done to extend his(her) work. This always seems to be the
easiest section to write since the author realizes that he(she) is 
finished and can therefore suggest problem areas with any degree of 
difficulty. We will be no different.
With respect to the work contained in this thesis much of the
specific suggestions for continuation are contained at the end of each 
of the chapters. Perhaps the most fruitful area of research would be to 
continue work in distributed scheduling algorithms. This should be done
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from two different directions. First, more algorithms should be 
examined in particular the contract/bidding type algorithm used in DCS. 
This algorithm is directly related to the cooperating expert 
paridgm fLess79, SmDa7S] used by AI researchers for distributed systems. 
Second, a more realistic workload model should be developed. This of 
course is a long standing research problem. A solution would be useful 
in a wide range of applications. Further work in the design of
distributed systems should include a performance analysis of systems 
with distributed data bases. Of course, this topic includes many issues 
involving data integrity, consistency and recovery. However, to my 
knowledge no analysis of systems with distributed data bases has been 
undertaken. Another very general are of research which is directly 
applicable to distributed processing is problem partitioning. In
chapter 2 we showed a distributed program composed of a set of tasks.
While this is an intuitively pleasing idea it is not at all clear how to
partition a program into tasks. We also can see from the work in this 
thesis that efficient and reliable interprocessor communication is 
important. While it has been pointed out that message-based
communication mechanisms are inherently reliable, there are many 
implementations. At present we do not know what method is best. Once 
an ideal way is found the next step would be to develop good hardware 
support. The last topic I have to suggest is to analyze the performance 
of diagnosis in distributed systems. In this thesis I have assumed that 
when a processor fails it is detected and diagnosed before recovery is 
initiated. In distributed systems a technique called roving 
diagnosis [AbMe78] has been proposed to do this diagnosis. This and
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other methods should he analyzed both in terms of system performance as 
well as fault coverage.
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APPENDIX
This appendix contains the derivation of the distribution of jobs in 
a buffer. Also we will derive the stability criterion and mean queue 
length for the model of the system which uses Algorithms 1,2,3 and 4 for load 
redistribution.
A1. Buffering model
From Figure 4.2 we can see that the state transition equations for the 
process are:
CO
P S p(i) = Xp(0) (A1.1)
i=l
X p(k-l) = (X +9) p(k) (A1.2)
Taking the z-transform of Al.l and Al.2 results in 
P(z) = [p(0)(X + P)]/(X + P - Xz)
To solve for p(0) we note that
CO
X p(0) = 3 1 p(i) 
i-1
= 9 (1-P(0))
Therefore
P(z) = P/(X +P - Xz)
The probability distribution function for the number of jobs in the buffer 
is given by taking the z-transform. This results in
tu = s / a / a + x ) ) 1
The mean number of jobs is derived from:
N, = lim dTP(z)]/dz h , z-*l
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resulting in
N, = X/3 h
A2. Algorithm 1
A2.1 Stability Criterion
From Figure 4.4 we can see that the state transition equations for the
process are:
(X+v)p(0,0) = HP(1,0) + ? h 0p(0,l) (A2.1)
(X+u,+y)p(k,0) = Xp(k-l,0)+dp(k + l,0) +
k
+ £ 3h. .p(i,l) (A2.2)
i=0 k“x
3 p(0,l) = yP(0,0) (A2.3)
3 p(k,l) = vp(k,0) (A2.4)
From equations A2.1-A2.4 we can see that the Markov chain is aperiodic 
and irreducible. It is therefore ergodic if and only if a positive solution 
p(n,q) exists to A2.1-A2.4 in which dp(n,q)/dt = 0, n > = 0, q = 0,l such that
GO
£ p(n,q) < 30 . Recall it is this condition for ergodicity expressed in terms 
n=0
of the utilization of the observed processor which is the stability criterion.
We will be using the z-transform throughout these derivations. We define 
the z-transform of p(n,q) as:
CO
P (z) = S p(n,q)zn 
q n=0
At this point we will give a relatively detailed derivation of P^Cz), q-0,1. 
The z-transform of p(n,0) is derived by:
12 7
(X+y+y) 2 p(k,0)zk = X 2 p(k-l,0)z^ 
k=l k=l
+ q 2 p(k + 1 ,0)z^ 
k=l
2 S p(i,l)h .ZK (A2.5)
k=l 1=0 *"1
We may interchange the order of the double sum such that
00 k-1 03 «
2 2 = 2 2
k=l 1=0 i=0 k=i+l
and regrouping terms we have
30 k-1 , ® . 00 , .
s S £ p(i,l)h. ,ZK = 3 £ p(i,l)z 2 h, .z*"1 - 3hnp(0,1) 
k=l i=0 k'!L 1=0 k=i lc'1 U
00 20
3 2 p(i,l)z1 2 h - Phnp(0,l)
1=0 j=0 J
We define the z-trans£orm for the distribution of the bulk size to be 
00
H(z) = 2 h(j)z^
j=0
Extracting the transforms from A2.5 we have 
(X + M* +Y)P0(z) ‘ = XzPQ (z)
+ u/z[P0(z) - p(0,0)]
+ 3 P1(z)H(z) - 3 hQp(0,1) .
Note that the product P^(z)H(z) represents the convolution of the sequences 
p(n,l) and h(n). Applying the boundary equations stated in A2.1 we have
P (z) = Cp(0,0) (u-Ut/z) + P P 1(z)H(z)]/A(z) (A2 .6)
where, A(z) = X + u + Y  ~ Xz - \i/z
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Similarly from A2.3 and A2.4
P P^z) = YP0(z) (A2.7)
The value of p(0,0) can be determined by applying the condition P(l) = 1 
where P(z) = Pq (z ) + P^(z). Doing so results in
P(0,0) = [P/(3 + Y)][(u - A - YNh) /y,]
Substituting A2.7 into A2.6 results in
Pq (z ) = Cp (0,0)(^-u,/z )]/[A(z ) - y H(z )] (A2.8)
Clearly the system is ergodic if p(0,0) > 0 and 0 < P(l) < 90. By applying
l’Hopital's rule to A2.8 we see that the necessary and sufficient condition
for ergodicity is
lim [a (z ) - yH(z) ]’ > 0 
z~*l
or equivalently that
P < 1 - (YNh/ u) (A2.9)
To show that it is sufficient, notice that if P(z) = Pq (z ) + P^(z )j then
P(l) = P0(l)[l+Y/P] (A2.10)
Notice also from A2.1-A2.4 with p(0,0) > 0 then p(n,q) > 0; n > = 0, 
q = 0,l. Now assume A2.9 and take
p(0,0) = [P/(P+V)][(u,-\-Vuh)/u]
which is obviously positive. Using A2.8 to which is applied l'Hopital's 
rule in A2.10, we obtain P(l) =1 which is obviously finite. Therefore 
A2.9 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the ergodicity of the Markov 
chain and provides the stability criterion for the model of Algorithm 1.
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A2.2 Mean Queue Length
The mean queue length of the system in steady state is given by
N = lim d[(z)]/dz 
z-»l
As we have stated previously 
P(z) = PQ (z) + Px(z)
and after making appropriate substitutions 
P(z) = (ul- A - Y N ^ )  [U(z)/V(z)j
Applying I'hopital's rule twice results in
N = ( “ A + u -  Y N ^ ) ( Y N ^  + X ) / ( - A  + U i + v - Y N ^ )
A3• Algorithms 2,3 and 4
The derivation of the results for these two cases will not be as 
involved as the previous one. We will derive the results for Algorithm 4 
since Algorithms 2 and 3 are just special cases.
A3.1 Stability Criterion
The transition equations for the process are:
where, U(z) = z-1
V(z) = (A +11 + Y)z - A z~ - |i - Y zH(z)
(Yf + A)p(0,0) = Pfp(0,l) + u p(l>0)
(yf + A +y,)p(k,0) = A p(k-l,0) +np(k+l,0) + P fp(k,l) 
(A0 +Pf)p(0,l) = yfg0p(0,0) + np(l,l)
(A3.1)
(A3.2)
(A3.3)
i=0
where A^ - A + A^
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Taking the z-transform and adding A3.1 and 43.-
P (z) = [p(0,0)(U“U/z) + 3f P1(z)]/A(z) CA
where A(z) = + X + d - k z-u/z
Similarly for A3.3 and A3.4
P (z) = [p (0,0)Oj,-u /z) + Yf G(z)P1(z)]/B(z) 0
where B(z) = Pf + XQ + 4 - XQ z-U^/z
Substituting A3.6 into A3.5 results in
p (z) = [p(0,0)(u - n/z)B(z) + ?fp(0,l)(H - U/z)]/
[A (s ) B (z ) - yf G(z)l.
We see that the necessary and sufficient condition for ergodicity is
lim [A(z)B(z) - Yf G(z)]’ > 0 
z-d.
or equivalently that
P < X - [Yf Af + Yf Pf N J  /Cn(Yf + 3f)] .
In the case of Algorithm 3, gQ = ls therefore - 0 so that the stability 
criterion is
p < 1 - [yf *-f /M* (Vf + P f)l •
In the case of Algorithm 2, = 0 therefore the stability criterion is
p < 1 - [YfPf N /u(Yf +Pf)j.
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A3.2 Kean Queue Length
Once again the mean queue length of the system in steady state is 
given by:
N = lim d[P, (z) +P0(z)]/dz 
z-1
Now, PQ (z) — [p(0,0)(M* " M*/z)B(z) +P^p(0,l)(ji~d/z)J/
CA(z)B(z) - 6f Yf G(z)].
In order to find the lim[P (z)]/dz it is necessary to apply l'hopital's
z-»l 0
rule twice.
lim P'(z) = 2M- D[p(030) (8 - X - X +d) + 3f p(0,l)]/2D, 0 L Lz-*l
- g,Pf [p(0,0) + P(0,1)] V/2D .
V =
where, D = YfO  - x * V  + Pf(Ul ' X) * Yf Ng
- 2 Y £a  + V  ' 2 X3f-2(2Ng + l)Vf Pf
+ 2 - X - Xf + m.) (yf - X + u) .
Similarly for the lim d[P^(z)]/dz. ^
lim P'(z) = 2l*D[p(0,l)(Yf - *- + U) + Y f P(°.°)(Ng +1)/2D 
z-1 1 2
- u, Yf Cp(0,0) + P(°,1)]V/ 2D •
We can now solve for the lim d[P(z)]/dz.
z-*l
, . ,  \ "t Y .c ^ ) J / 2D
N = 2g,D[p(0,l)(Yf - X + “‘ + Pf>+ P<°>0)( f " X  f f S
- v[p(0,0) +p(0,l)] H [Pf + Y f]/2D2 -
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The only remaining problem is to solve for p(0,0) and p(0,l). The only 
remaining relation -which we have to use is that P(l) = 1* Invoking this 
equality results in:
p(0,0) + p(0,l) = V/w,(Pf + Y f )
Therefore the best we can do is derive a bound for the mean queue length 
which is:
N > [2u E (Yf “  ^+ + No) - V] / 2D
N <  [2UE(V - \ + U. + Pf) -V]/2D
where E = D/uCY^d-S^).
In the case of Algorithm 3 we can actually derive the exact closed 
form solution for the mean queue length by taking advantage of a special 
property of the Markov chain. Since failures and repairs can be considered 
as events which are independent of job arrival and service, solutions for 
the limiting state probabilities can be found by using conditional probability 
after merging the states into "super states". In this case all states in a 
single row or column can be merged. Therefore
P = Pr [being in the 0th row} * Pr [being in the 0th column}0,0
= 0f/(Yf +Pf) * (i - V mO
and
P0 q = Yf/(Yf + P f) * (1 - (X+\f)/u).
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Therefore,
N =  [2Q -S(Yf + P f)]/2R(vf +P )
Q = (U~X) (y^ - X + y, + |3 )
+ Yf (M< - X - Xf) (yf - X - Xf + y, + p )
R = Yf (U ' X - Xf) +P f(uL - X)
S = - 2 y f(X + Xf) -2 - 2 y f Pf
+ 2(3f - X - Xf +y.) (yf - X + u)
For Algorithm 2 we are not so fortunate and must resort to the bound on the 
mean queue length. Once again Xf = 0 . The total formulation is given in
the text.
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Appendix B
This is the listing for the general purpose simulator 
described in Chapter 4.
”COMMENT" ------ THE PURPOSE---------
THIS IS A SIMULATOR OF A DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM WITH 
ARBITRARY INTERCONNECTION TOPOLOGY,
PROCESSOR EXECUTION TIMES, INTERPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION 
TIME, AND JOB ARRIVAL DISTRIBUTION. IT WILL BE 
USED TO STUDY SOME DISTRIBUTED LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS 
REVISION 17 JUNE 80
ADDED INSTRUMENTATION TO SEE HOW GOOD THE 
QUEUE LENGTH GUESS IS.
ALSO ADDED FACILITY FOR HYPERSXPONETIAL 
ARRIVALS
ADDING A FREE LIST FOR ALL USED UP JOBS TO GO 
INTO TO AVOID USING THE GARBAGE COLLECTOR 
30 MUCH 
JUNE 24 1980
ADDING A GENERAL ROUTING ALGORITHM 
HOOK
SIMULATION "BEGIN"
"COMMENT" GLOBAL VARIABLE DEFINITONS;
"INTEGER" NUMOFPROC,MAXQLSNGTH,DUMMY,MAXSIM;
"INTEGER" INFINITY;
"INTEGER" TEN,ELEVEN;
"INTEGER" ONE;
"BOOLEAN" FAILED;
"BOOLEAN" DEBUG;
"REF" (DISTSYSTEM) G;
"REF" (INFILE) IFILS;
"REF" (PRINTFILE) OFILE;
"REF" (PRINTFILE) TTY;
"COMMENT" ********************************************;
PROCESS "CLASS" DI3TSYSTEM;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
DI3T3YSTEM IS A CLASS WHICH IS USED TO ALLOW VARIABLE
ARRAY DECLARATIONS
AS WELL AS TO INTIATE THE SIMULATION;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" I ,  J;
"INTEGER" JOBNTJM;
"INTEGER" VICTIM, KILLTIME;
"INTEGER" ROUTER;
"INTEGER" WINDOW;
"REAL" VTT1;
"REAL" "ARRAY" SURVIVETIME[l :NUMOFPROC,0:MAXQLENGTH], 
SURVIVEQT[l : NUMOFPROC ];
"REAL" "ARRAY" TOTALTIME[l :NUMOFPROC,OtMAXQLENGTH], 
LASTTIME[1:NUMOFPROC],
LASTARRf1 :NUMOFPROC j,
TOTQT[l :NUMOFPROC];
"REAL" "ARRAY" PER3ND[o:10J,
ARRBND[1 : NUMOFPROC, 0: 10 ] ,
ARRBNDTEMP[o:10];
"REAL" "ARRAY" RESPBND[l : NUMOFPROC , 0: 10], 
RESPBNDTEM?[o:10],
ACCRESP[l:NUMOFPROC];
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" RESP[l : NUMOFPROC , 0: 11 ],
RESPTEMP[0:11 ];
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" PSR f1: NUMOFPROC, 0: 11 ] ,
PERALL[0:11 ],
DIFF[o: 21 ],
DIFFBNT)[o: 20 ] ,
ARR[1;NUMOFPROC,0:11],
PSRTSMpTo:111,
ARRTEMpfO:11 J;
"REAL" "ARRAY" APROBAU[l:NUMOFPROC],
ARRHYPUh :NUMOFPROC"
ARRHYPD [ 1 : NUMOFPROC 
MEANARRM : NUMOFPROC
"REAL" "ARRAY" PROBAUjj : NUMOFPROC ] ,
HYPERUf1:NUMOFPROC],
HYPERD[l :NUMOFPROC J,
MEANSER[1 :NUMOFPROC];
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" SESD1 [l : NUMOFPROC ],
SEED2[1 : NUMOFPROC"
SEED3M : NUMOFPROC'
SEED4M : NUMOFPROC'
SEED5M ‘.NUMOFPROC 
SEED6[1 : NUMOFPROC ;
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" LA3TQLEN[l : NUMOFPROC ];
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" PREDICTQLEN[i :NUMOFPROC];
"REAL" COMMTIME,UPDATETIME, LASTUPDATE;
"REF" (BALANCSCLASS) "ARRAY" BALANCE[l :NUMOFPROC];
"REF" (RUNCLASS) "ARRAY" RUN[l :NUMOFPROC];
"REF" ( JOBGENCLASS) "ARRAY" JOBGSN[i : NUMOFFROC];
"REF" ( 3ALANCERCLASS ) "ARRAY" BALANCER[l : NUMOFFROC ] ; 
"REF" (PR0CSSS0RCLA3S) "ARRAY" PROCESSOR[l:NUMOFFROC] 
"REF" (UPDATECLASS) UPDATE;
"REF" (BUSCLASS) BUS;
"REF" (ETHERCLASS) ETHER;
"REF" (KILLERCLASS) KILLER;
"REF" (FREECLASS) FREE;
"PROCEDURE" INPUT;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT"---------
INPUT INPUTS IN  ALL THE VALUES NECESSARY FOR THE SIMULATION; 
"BEGIN"
"FOR" I  :- 1 "STEP" 1 "UNT IL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
PROBAU
HYPERU
HYPERD
APROBAU
ARRHYPU
ARRHYPD
MEANSER
:= IFILE.INREAL; SEED1 !
:= IFILE.INREAL; SEED2[l 
:= IFILE.INREAL; SEEDY^I 
ij := IFILE. INREAL;SSED4[l 
'll := IFILE. INREAL;SESD5[l 
I := IFILE.INREAL;3SED61 I 
IJ := PROBAU[l]/HYPERU[lJ +
((1-PR03AU[l])/HYPERD[l]); 
MEANARR[l] := APROBATj[l ]/ARRHYPU[i ] +
((1 -APROBAU[l])/ARRHYPD[i]);
"END";
COMMTIME := IFILE.INREAL;
UPDATETIME := IFILE.INREAL;
= IF IL E . IN IN T  
= IF IL E . IN IN T  
= IF IL E . IN IN T  
= IF IL E . IN IN T  
= IF IL E . IN IN T  
= IF IL E . IN IN T ;
V IC T IM  := IF IL E . IN IN T ;  
K ILLT IM E  := IF IL E . IN IN T ;  
ROUTER := IF IL E . IN IN T ;
" IF "  ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN" 
"BEGIN"
WINDOW := IF IL E . IN IN T ;  
VTT1 :=  IF IL E . IN R E A L ; 
"EN D ";
END";
"PROCEDURE" ECHO;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT"--------
ECHO PRINTS OUT THE VALUES USED IN  THE SIMULATION;
"BEGIN"
"TEXT" DAY, HOUR;
O FILE . EJECT(1 );
OFILE.OUTTSXT(? * * * * * *  SIMULATION CONFIGURATION * * * * * * ? ) ;  
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE ;
DAY : - BUNKS (1 0 ); HOUR BUNKS (1 0 );
DAY : = DATE; HOUR := CLOCK;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? DATE: ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTTSXT(DAY);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTSXT (? TIME: ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTTE XT (HOUR);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTINT(NUMOFFROC,2);
OFILE.OUTTSXT (? PROCESSOR SYSTEM ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTE XT (? SIMULATION RUN :?);
O F ILE.OUTINT(M AXS IM ,6 );
OFILE.OUTTE XT (? TIME UNITS ? ) ;
OFILE. OUT IMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE ;
OFILE.OUTTSXT(? ROUTING ALGORITHM USED: ? ) ;
" IF "  ROUTER "EQUAL" 1 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTSXT (? SHORTEST QUEUE ? ) ;
" IF "  ROUTER "EQUAL" 2 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT (? SHORTEST QUEUE WITH COMM. ? ) ;
" IF "  ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OFILE.OUTTSXT(? BRR/KAILITH  ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? WINDOW: ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTINT(WINDOW,3);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTSXT (? V T T 1: ? ) ;
O F ILE .O U TF IX (VTT1 ,3 ,1 0 ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
" IF "  ROUTER "EQUAL" 4 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? EEG ? );
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE. OUTIMAGE;
OFILE. OUTTE XT (? PROCESSOR SERVICE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS f?) ; 
O F ILE. OUTIMAGE ;
O FILE. OUTTSXT ( ? ---------------------------------------? );
O FILE . OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTSXT (? RATE S E E D ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"FOR" I  := 1 "STEP" 1 "U N T IL " NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
OF ILE. OUTTSXT (? PROBAU[?); OEILE. OUTINT (l, 2); 
OEILE.OUTTEXT(?] = ?);
OFILE.OUTFIX(PROBAU[l],3,15);
OFILE.OUTINT(SEED1[i],10);
OFILE. OUT IMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTSXT(? HYPERUf?); OFILE.OUTINT(l,2); 
OFILE.OUTTEXT(?] = ?)•
OFILE.OUTFIX(HTPERUfIJ,3,15);
OFILE.OUTINT(SEED2[l],10);
OFILE. OUT IMAGE ;
OFILE.OUTTEXT (? HYPSRD[?); OFILE.OUTINT(1,2); 
OFILE.OUTTEXT(?] = ?);
0FILE.0UTFIX(HYPERD[l],3,15);
OFILE.OUTINT(SSSD3[i],10);
OFILE. OUT IMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE ;
"END";
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? JOB ARRIVAL DISTRIBUTIONS ?);
OFILE. OUT IMAGE;
OF ILE. OUTTEXT ( ? -----------------------  ?) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? RATE SEED
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
OFILE. OUTTEXT (? AFROBATj[?); OFILE. OUTINT (i, 2); 
OFILE.OUTTEXT (?] = ?); 
0FILE.0UTFIX(AFR0BAU[l],3,15);
OFILE.OUTINT(3EED4[lJ,10);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTSXT (? ARRHYPUj ?); OFILE.OUTINT(i,2); 
OFILE.OUTTEXT(?] = ?);
OFILE.OUTFIX(ARRHYPU[i],3,15);
OFILE.OUTINT(SEED5[lJ,10);
OFILE. OUT IMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTSXT(? ARRHYPd [?); OFILE.OUTINT(l,2); 
OFILE.OUTTSXT (?] = ?);
OF ILE. OUTF IX (ARRH YPD TI ] , 3, 15 );
OFILE.OUTINT(3EED6[l],10);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTSXT (? SYSTEM COMMUNICATION DELAY = ?);
OFILE.OUTFIX(COMMTIME,3,15);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? Q LENGTH UPDATE DELAY = ?);
OFILE.OUTFIX(UPDATEDIMS,3,15);
OFILE. OUT IMAGE;
"PROCEDURE" INITIAL; 
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT"------------
INITIAL INITIALIZES SOME VALUES; 
"BEGIN"
TEN := 10; 
JOBNUM := 0; 
ONE := 1 ;
ELEVEN : = 11; 
FAILED := "FALSE"; 
DEBUG := "FALSE";
INFINITY := 1000;
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL” NUMOFPROC "DO 
"BEGIN"
ACCRE3p[l] := 0.0;
LASTQLSN^I] := 0.0;
SURVIVEQT[l] := 0.0;
LA3TTIME[i ] := 0.0;
LASTARRl'l] := 0.0;
TOTQT[l] := 0.0;
"FOR" J : = 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MAXQLENGTH "DO 
"BEGIN"
SURVTVETIME[l, j ] := 0.0;
TOTALTIMEfl,j ] := 0.0;
"END";
"END";
"FOR" I := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" TEN "DO"
"BEGIN"
PERBNDfl] := 1*0.1;
ARRBNDTEMP[l] := 0.0;
RESPBNDTEMp[l] := 0.0;
"FOR" J := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
ARRBND[j,l] := 0.5 * I * MEANARR[j]; 
RESPBND[j,l] : = I * MEANSER[j];
"END";
"END";
"FOR" I := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ELEVEN "DO"
"BEGIN"
ARRTEMp Fi ] :=  0 .0 ;
RSSPTEMP[l ] := 0.0;
PERTSM?[l] := 0;
PSRALL[l] := 0;
"FOR" J := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
ARR[j,l] ;= 0;
RSS?Fj , I ]  := 0;
PER[j,l] := 0;
"END";
"END";
"FOR" I := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 20 "DO"
DIFFBND[l] : = 1-1 0;
END";
"COMMENT"---------------
"PROCEDURE" RECORDQ(N);
"INTEGER" N; 
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
RECORDQ RECORDS THE CHANGE IN  THE QUEUE LENGTH SO AS TO BE ABLE TO 
DETERMINE THE %OY TIME THE QUEUE IS  OP LENGTH N AND ALSO THE 
MEAN QUEUE LENGTH;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" QLENGTH,INDEX;
"REAL" DELTATIME;
QLENGTH := G.RUN[N] . Q.CARDINAL;
DELTATIME := TIME - LASTTIME[n ];
TOTQT[n ] := TOTQT[n ] + QLENGTH*(DELTATIME);
TOTALTIME[N,QLENGTHJ := TOTALTIME[n , QLENGTH]
+ (DELTATIME);
"COMMENT"RECORD DATA OF QUEUE BEHAVIOR AFTER PROCESSOR FAILURE; 
" IF "  (FA ILED ) "AND" (G .V IC T IM  "NOT EQUAL" N) "THEN"
" BEGIN"
" IF "  DEBUG "THEN"
"BEGIN"
TTY. OUTTEXT (? COMPUTING SURVIVAL STATS ?) ; 
TTY.OUTIMAGE ;
TTY.OUTTEXT(?SURVIVETIME ? ) ;
TTY.OUTFIX(SURVIVETIME[n ,QLENGTH],3,15); 
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
SURVTVEQT[n ] :=  SURVIVEQT[n ] + QLENGTH*DELTATIME; 
SURVIVETIME[n ,QLENGTH] := SURVIVETIME[N,QLENGTH] + 
DELTATIME;
"END";
LASTTIME[N] :=  T IM E ;
END";
"PROCEDURE" RECORDARR(N); 
"INTEGER" N;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT” ----------------
RSCORDARR RECORDS ARRIVAL TO A QUEUE 30 THAT A HISTOGRAM 
CAN BE CONSTRUCTED FOR THE INTERARRIVAL DISTRIBUTION; 
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" INDEX;
"REAL" INTERARR;
INTERARR := TIME - LASTARR[n ];
"FOR" INDEX := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" TEN "DO"
ARRBNDTEMP[INDEX] := ARRBND[n ,INDEX];
"FOR" INDEX := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ELEVEN "DO"
ARRTEMP[INDEX] := ARR[N,INDEX] ;
HI3T0(ARRTEMP,ARRBNDTEMP,INTERARR,ONE);
"FOR" INDEX := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ELEVEN "DO"
ARR[N,INDEX] := ARRTSMP[lNDEX];
LA3TARR[N] := TIME;
"END";
"COMMENT"--------------------------------------------- -
IN P U T ;
ECHO;
INITIAL;
"FOR” I:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL” NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
BALANCE[l] "NEW" BALANCECLASS; 
"ACTIVATE" BALANCE[i];
"END";
"FOR" I;-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
RUN[l] "NEW" RUNG LASS;
"ACTIVATE" RUN[I];
"END";
"FOR" Is *1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
JOBGEN[l] "NEW" JOBGENCLASS (i); 
"ACTIVATE" JOBGEN[l];
"END";
"FOR" I:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
3ALANCER[l ] "NEW" BALANCERCLASS (i); 
"ACTIVATE" BALANCSR[l];
"END";
"FOR" I:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
PROCESSOR[i] "NEW" PROCSSSORCLASS(i);
"ACTIVATE" PROCESSORfl];
"END";
UPDATE "NEW" UPDATECLASS;
"ACTIVATE" UPDATE;
BUS "NEW" BUSCLA3S;
"ACTIVATE" BUS;
ETHER "NEW" ETHERCLASS;
"ACTIVATE" ETHER;
KILLER "NEW" KILLERCLASS;
"ACTIVATE" KILLER;
FREE "NEW" FRSSCLASS;
"ACTIVATE" FREE;
PASSIVATE;
"END";
I
PROCESS ’'CLASS" BALANCECLASS;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
" COMMENT "*************************************-*■**■3^•******■*■-5H{■-*•****■* •
BALANCECLASS DEFINES THE QUEUE FOR THE BALANCER;
"BEGIN"
"REF" (HEAD) Q;
Q "NEW" HEAD;
PASSIVATE ;
"END";
" C OMM ENT "* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *******'*•*****-»*■»-»*****-»**
PROCESS "CLASS" RUNCLASS;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
RUNCLASS DEFINES THE QUEUE FOR THE PROCESSOR;
"BEGIN"
"REF" (HEAD) Q;
Q :- "NEW" HEAD;
PASSIVATE;
"END";
" COMMENT n* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "5HH<* * ;
PROCESS "CLASS" BUSCLASS;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
BUSCLASS DEFINES A QUEUE FOR THE BUS CALLED ETHER; 
"BEGIN"
"REF" (HEAD) Q;
Q "NEW" HEAD;
PASSIVATE;
"END";
" COMMENT n***^************************************-****-3 fr**- ** '* ;
PROCESS "CLASS” FRSECLASS;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
FREECLASS DEFINES A QUEUE FOR THE FREE L IST  OF JOBS; 
"BEGIN"
"REF" (HEAD) Q;
Q "NEW" HEAD;
PASSIVATE;
END";
PROCESS "C U S S " JOBCUSS (SERTIME, N ) ;
"REAL" SERTIME;
"INTEGER" N;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
" COMMENT ',*********************************************-****-* ■*■*-****■■*■*
JOBCUSS IS  A CUSS DEFINING A JOB, IT  IS  BASICALLY A PASSIVE 
OBJECT USED TO RETAIN INFORMATION PERTINENT TO A PARTICULAR JOB; 
"BEGIN"
"REAL" ENTRYTIME,TOTCOMM,RUNTIME,STARTCOMM;
"INTEGER" NUMBER,SOURCSFROC, DESTPROC;
" INTEGER" LENACTUAL,LENGUESS;
"COMMENT" --------------------------------------------- ------- ;
"PROCEDURE" JOBBUG;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
JOBBUG IS  A ROUTINE TO OUTPUT THE JOB DESCRIPTOR 
FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES;
"BEGIN"
TTY.OUTTEXT(? ***JOBBUG OUTPUT*** ? ) ;
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
TTY.OUTTEXT(? JOB ? ) ;
TTY.OUTINT(NUMBER,5 );
TTY.OUTTEXT(? ENTERED AT ? ) ;
TTY.OUTF IX(ENTRYTIM E,3 ,1 5 ) ;
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
TTY.OUTTEXT(? THE SERVICE TIME IS  ? ) ;
TTY.OUTF IX(RUNTIM E,5 ,1 5 ) ;
TTY. OUT IMAGE;
TTY.OUTTEXT(? ENTERED RUN QUEUE AT ? ) ;
TTY.OUTFIX(STARTCOMM,5,15);
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
"COMMENT" -----------------------------------------
TOTCOMM := 0;
NUMBER := G.JOBNUM;
30URCEPR0C ;*  N ;
DESTPROC := 0;
ENTRYTIME := T IM E ;
RUNTIME := SERTIME;
STARTCOMM := 0;
LENACTUAL := 0;
LENGUESS := 0;
" IF "  DEBUG "THEN" JOBBUG;
PASSIVATE;
"END";
PROCESS "CLASS" JOBGSNCLASS(N);
"INTEGER" N;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT’* **************************************************-*-*-*•*****
J03GENCLA3S IS  A CLASS DEEINING A JOB GENERATOR.
EACH JOB GENERATOR MODELS THE SOURCE OP INPUTS TO THE SYSTEM; 
"BEGIN"
"COMMENT"--------- -----------------------------------------------
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" HYPER(HP,H1, H2,
S1, S 2 ,S3);
"NAME" 5 1 ,S 2 ,S3;
"REAL" HP,H1, H2;
"INTEGER" S1 ,S2 ,S3 ;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
HYPER GENERATES THE HYPER-EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION;
"BEGIN"
HYPER := " IF "  DRAW (HP ,S1)
"THEN" NEGEXP (H1,S2) 
"ELSE" NEGEXP (H 2 ,S 3 );
"END";
"COMMENT"-------------------------------
" REAL" ARRTIME, SERTIME;
"REAL" GPROBAU,GHYPERU,GHYPERD; 
"REAL" GAPROBAU,GARRHYPU, GARRHYPD;
"INTEGER" GSEED1, GSEED2,GSSED3; 
"INTEGER" GSEED4, GSEED5, GSESD6; 
"REF" (JOBCLASS) JOB;
GSEED1 = G.SEED1 N
GSESD2 = G.SEED2 n '9
GSSED3 = G.SEED3 Y 9
GSEED4 = G.SEED4 Y 9
GSSED5 = G.SEED5 Y 9
GSEED6 = G.SESD6 Y 9
GPROBAU := G.PROBAU n ‘
GHYPERU := G. HYPERUfY
GHYPERD := G.HYPERD Y
GAPROBAU
GARRHYPU
GARRHYPD
= G.APR03AU 
» G.ARRHYPU 
= G.ARRHYPD
"FOR" DUMMY := DUMMY 
"BEGIN"
A 1
9
N 
N 
N
"WHILI "TRUE1 "DO1
G.JOBNUM := G.JOBNUM + 1;
ARRTIME := HYPER(GAPROBAU,GARRHYPU,GARRHYPD, 
GSSED4,GSSED5,GSESD6);
HOLD (ARRTIME);
SSRTIME := HYPER(GPROBAU,GHYPERU,GHYPERD, 
GSSED1 , GSEED2, GSEED3);
"IF" G.FREE.Q.EMPTY "THEN"
"BEGIN"
JOB "NEW" JOBCLASS(3ERTIME,N); 
"ACTIVATE" JOB;
tEND";
it END”
"ELSE”
"BEGIN”
JOB G.FREE.Q.FIRST; 
JOB.TOTCOMM := O.O;
JOB. NUMBER := G.JOBNUM; 
JOB.SOURCEPROC := N;
JOB. DESTPROC := 0;
JOB. ENTRYTIME := TIME; 
JOB.RUNTIME := 3ERTIME;
JOB.STARTCOMM := 0;
JOB.LENACTUAL := 0;
JOB.LENGUESS := 0;
"END";
JOB.INTO (G.BALANCE[n ].Q);
"IE" G.BALANCER[N].IDLE "THEN"
"ACTIVATE" G.BALANCERTn ];
"END";
" COMMENT ,'**************************#**#*4Hfr******-*-*-*#*#-s.*-3e.*.*.**.*.£***
PROCESS "CLASS" BALANCERCLASS(N);
"INTEGER" N;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
BALANCERCLASS DEFINES THE BALANCER DEVICE WHICH ACTS AS THE 
INTELLIGENT DEVICE NECESSARY TO ROUTE JOBS AROUND THE SYSTEM; 
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" DESTQ;
"INTEGER" TIESEED;
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" CANDIDATE[i :NUMOFPROC];
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" PREDICTQ[l :NUMOFPROC];
"REAL" "ARRAY" ?RSDICTEX[l :NUMOFPROC];
"BOOLEAN" IDLE;
"REF" (JOBCLASS) JOB;
"COMMENT”------------------------
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" SQ(FROMQ);
"INTEGER" EROMQ;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
SQ IS A PROCEDURE WHICH IMPLEMENTS THE SHORTEST QUEUE 
ALGORITHM;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" PLEN,DESTQLEN,P;
"INTEGER" FROMQLEN;
"COMMENT" <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<; 
"PROCEDURE" TIEBREAKER;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
TIEBREAKER FINDS OUT I? THE SCHEDULER HAS MORS THAN 
ONE OPTION. IF THERE IS THEN TIEBREAKER WILL USE THE 
RANDOM CHOICE OF ONE OF THE ALTERNATIVES;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" QLEN,MINQLEN, P, PICK,NUMOFCAND,CANDIND;
CANDIND := 0;
MINQLEN := DESTQLEN;
"FOR" P := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFFROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
"IF" P "EQUAL" FROMQ "THEN" QLEN:=FROMQLEN
"ELSE" QLEN: =G. LAST QLEN [”p ]; 
"IF" QLEN "EQU.4L" MINQLEN "THEN"
"BEGIN"
CANDIND := CANDIND + 1;
CANDIDATE[CANDIND] := P;
"END";
"END";
NUMOFCAND := CANDIND;
"IF" NUMOFCAND "GREATER" 1 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
PICK := RANDINT(1,NUMOFCAND,TISSESD);
DESTQ := CANDIDATE[pICK];
"END";
"END"
"COMMENT" > > » > > > > » > > > > > > > > » » » > » > » > » > > » » » > ;  
DESTQ := FROMQ;
FROMQLEN := G.RUN[FROMQ].Q.CARDINAL;
DESTQLEN := FROMQLEN;
"FOR" P := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFFROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
"IF" P "NOT EQUAL" FROMQ "THEN"
"BEGIN"
PLEN := G.LASTQLEN[P];
"IF" PLEN "LESS" DESTQLEN "THEN" 
"BEGIN"
DESTQ := P;
DESTQLEN := PLEN;
"END";
END";
TIEBREAKER;
SQ := DESTQ;
"END";
" END"
"COMMENT"------------------------
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BRR(FROMQ);
"INTEGER" FROMQ;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
BRR IS A PROCEDURE WHICH IMPLEMENTS THE
LINEAR PREDICTIVE CODING ALGORITHM
TO PREDICT THE NEXT STATE OF THE UPDATE ALGORITHM
AND THEN TO USE INTERPOLATION TO FIND
ANY SUBSEQUENT QUEUE STATES;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" PLEN,DESTQLSN,P;
"INTEGER" FROMQLSN;
"REAL" EXFROMQ,EXDESTQ;
"REAL" PREDTEMP;
"REAL" SLOPE;
"COMMENT" <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<; 
"PROCEDURE" TIEBREAKER;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
TIEBREAKER FINDS OUT IF THE SCHEDULER HAS MORS THAN 
ONE OPTION. IF THERE IS THEN TIEBREAKER WILL USE THE 
RANDOM CHOICE OF ONE OF THE ALTERNATIVES;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" QLEN,P, PICK,NUMOFCAND,CANDIND;
"INTEGER" MINQLEN;
CANDIND := 0;
MINQLEN := DESTQLSN;
"FOR" P := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
"IF" PRSDICTQ[P] "EQUAL" MINQLEN "THEN" 
"BEGIN"
CANDIND := CANDIND + 1 ;
CANDIDATE[CANDIND] := P;
"END";
"END";
NUMOFCAND := CANDIND;
"IF" NUMOFCAND "GREATER" 1 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
PICK := RANDINT(i,NUMOFCAND,TISSESD);
DESTQ := CANDIDATE[PICK];
"END";
"END"
"COMMENT" >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>; 
DESTQ := FROMQ;
FROMQLEN := G.RUN[FROMQ].Q.CARDINAL; 
PREDICTq [FROMQ] := FROMQLEN;
DESTQLEN := FROMQLEN;
"FOR" P := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
"IF" P "NOT EQUAL" FROMQ "THEN" 
"BEGIN"
PREDTEMP := G.PREDICTQLEN[p ];
TIEBREAKER; 
3RR := DESTQ; 
"END";
"IE” PREDTSMP "LESS" 0 "THEN" PRELTSMP: =0; 
SLOPS:-(PREDTEMP - 0.LASTQLEN[P])/
( G r. UPDATETIME + G.COMMTIME);
PLEN := G.LASTQLSN[p] +
(TIME-G.LASTUPDATE) * SLOPE; 
PREDICTQ[p ] := PLEN;
"IE" PLEN "LESS" DESTQLEN "THEN"
"BEGIN"
DESTQ := P;
DESTQLEN := PLEN;
"END";
"END";
"END";
"FOR” DUMMY := DUMMY "WHILE" "TRUE" "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" DUMMY := DUMMY "TOILS" "NOT" G.BALANCE[N].Q.EMPTY "DO 
"BEGIN"
IDLE := "FALSE";
JOB :- G.BALANCE[N].Q.FIRST;
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 1 "THEN"
DESTQ := SQ(N);
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 2 "THEN"
DESTQ := 3QM(N);
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN"
DESTQ := BRR(N);
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 4 "THEN"
DESTQ := SEG(n );
JOB. LENGUESS := G.LASTQLEN[DESTQ];
"IF" DESTQ "NOT EQUAL" N "THEN"
"BEGIN"
"IF" DEBUG "THEN"
"BEGIN"
TTY.OUTTEYT(? SHIPPING !?);
TTY. OUT IMAGE;
"END";
JOB.STARTSOMM := TIME;
JOB.DESTPROC := DESTQ;
JOB.INTO (G.3US.Q);
"IF" G.ETHER.IDLE "THEN"
•"ACTIVATE" G.ETHER;
"END"
"ELSE"
"BEGIN"
G.RECORDQ(N);
G.RECORDARR(N);
JOB. INTO (G. RUN[N]. Q);
"IF" G.PROCESSORLN].IDLE "THEN"
"ACTIVATE" G.PROCESSOR[n ];
"END";
"END";
IDLE := "TRUE";
PASSIVATE;
"END";
" COMMENT ',**********************************-*-*-**********-*-****. 
" COMMENT "Xt**************-***********************************-* •
PROCESS "CLASS" PROCESSORCLASS(N);
"INTEGER" N;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
PROCESSORCLASS DEPINES THE PROCESSORS IN THE SYSTEM WHICH SERVE THE 
JOBS AND SEND THEM TO THE APPROPRIATE DESTINATION;
"BEGIN"
"BOOLEAN" IDLE;
"REAL" PERCOMM,RESPONSETIME;
"REAL" "ARRAY" TEMP[0:10];
"INTEGER" I,P,LENDIPF;
"REP" (JOBCLASS) JOB;
"FOR" DUMMY := DUMMY "WHILE" "TRUE" "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" DUMMY := DUMMY "WHILE" "NOT" G.RUn Tn ].Q.EMPTY "DO"
"BEGIN"
IDLE := "FALSE";
JOB G.RUN[N].Q.FIRST;
"IF" DEBUG "THEN"
"BEGIN"
TTY.OUTTEXT (? PROCESSOR IS RUNNING ?);
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
"COMMENT" FOR STATISTIC GATHERING;
"IF" JOB.30URCEPR0C "NOT EQUAL" N "THEN"
"BEGIN"
LENDIFF : = JOB.LENACTUAL - JOB.LSNGUESS ; 
HISTO(G.DIFF,G.DIFFBND,LENDIFF,ONE);
"END";
"COMMENT" EXECUTE THE JOB;
HOLD(JOB.RUNTIME);
G.RSCORDQ(N);
JOB.OUT;
RESPONSETIME := TIME - JOB.ENTRY!IMS;
PERCOMM := JOB.TOTCOMM/RESPONSETIME;
"IF" DEBUG "THEN”
"BEGIN"
TTY.OUTTEXT(? JOB EXITING PROCESSOR ?); 
TTY.OUTINT(N, 3);
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
TTY.OUTTEXT (? THIS JOB IS: ?) ;
TTY.OUTINT(JOB.NUMBER,5);
TTY. OUT IMAGE;
TTY.OUTTEXT(?ENTRYTIME :?);
TTY.OUTFIX(JOB.ENTRYTIME,3,15);
TTY.OUTTEXT(?CURRENT TIME: ?); 
TTY.0UTFIX(TIME,3, 15);
TTY. OUT IMAGE;
TTY. OUTTEXT(? TOTAL EXEC TIME: ?); 
TTY.0UTFIX(RESP0NSETIM2,3,15);
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
TTY.OUTTEXT (? t COMM: ?);
TTY.OUTFIX(PERCOMM,3,15); 
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
P := JOB.SOURCEFROC ;
G.ACCRESP[p] := G.ACCRESPfp] + RESPONSETIME 
"FOR" I := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL” ELEVEN "DO" 
"BEGIN"
G.PSRTEMpfl] := G.FER[p ,I];
G.RESPTSMP[l] := G.RESP[pJI];
"END";
"POR" I := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" TEN "DO"
0.RESPBNDTEMP[l1 :=
G.RESPBNDlP ,I];
HISTO(G.PERALL,G.PERBND,PERCOMM,ONE); 
HISTO(G.PERTEMP, G. FER3ND, PERCOMM, ONE);
HISTO(G.RESFTSMP,G.RESP3NDTEMP,RESPONSETIMS
* ONE);
"POR" I := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ELEVEN "DO" 
"BEGIN"
G.FER[p,l] ;= G .PERTEMP[l];
G.RES?[p,I] := G.RESPTEMPLl];
"END";
"END";
IDLE := "TRUE";
PASSIVATE;
"END";
PROCESS ’CLASS" ETHERCLASS;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT" **************************************************.
ETHERCLASS DEPINES THE COMMUNICATION MEDIUM SERVER;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" DSSTQ;
"BOOLEAN" IDLE;
"REF" (JOBCLASS) JOB;
"FOR" DUMMY := DUMMY "WHILE" "TRUE" "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" DUMMY := DUMMY "WHILE" "NOT" G.BUS.Q.EMPTY "DO 
"BEGIN"
IDLE := "FALSE";
JOB G.BUS.Q.FIRST;
HOLD(G.C OMMTIME);
DESTQ := JOB.DESTPROC;
JOB.LENACTUAL := G.RUN[DESTQ].Q.CARDINAL; 
G.RECORDQ(DESTQ);
G.RECORDARR(DESTQ);
JOB.TOTCOMM := TIME-JOB.STARTCOMM;
JOB.INTO (G.RUN[DESTQ].Q);
"IF" G.PROCESSOR[DESTQ].IDLE "THEN"
"ACTIVATE" G.PROCESSOR[DESTQ];
"END";
IDLE := "TRUE";
PASSIVATE;
"END";
"END";
"COMMENT"************************************************•
PROCESS "CLASS" UPDATECLASS;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
UPDATECLASS DEFINES A UPDATE PROCESS WHICH UPDATES 
THE QUEUE LENGTH TABLE FOR THE BALANCING 
ALGORITHM;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" I,WIND?1,TIC, QL, P;
"REAL" THI3QLEN,NEXTQLEN;
"REAL" NEXTTIME;
"REAL" BERR,FERR;
"REAL" RBETA,DIVID,
FACT1,FACT2;
"REAL" "ARRAY" RR[l : NUMQFPROC ], RE[ 1 : NUMOFFROC ] ; 
"REAL" "ARRAY" FCOEFP[l : NUMOFFROC , 1: 26 ],
BCOEFF[l : NUMOFPROC, 1: 26],
BETA[1 : NUMOFFROC, 1: 26],
QLENM -.NUMOFPROC, 1:26];
"COMMENT" --------------
"PROCEDURE" PREDICTING; 
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
PREDICTING INTIALIZES THE PREDCTION ALGORITHM 
VARIABLES ;
"BEGIN"
THISQLEN := 0;
WINDP1 := G.WINDOW + 1;
"FOR" P := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFFROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" WINDP1 "DO" 
"BEGIN"
FCOEFF[p,l] := 0; BCOEFF[p,l] :=0; 
BETA[p ,i ] := 0; QLEN[P,l]:= 0; 
"END";
RR
RE
?. := G.VTT1;
_Pj G  G/'/TT 1 + (THISQLEN * THISQLEN); 
FCOEFF 
3C0EFF
>,1] :« 1*0;
1 [P,WINDP1] := 1.0;
BETA[P,1] := THISQLEN/RE[?]; 
QLEN[P,1] := THISQLEN;
"END";
"END";
"COMMENT" --------------------------------
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" 3RRPREDICT(PNUM,QL);
"GTSGSR" PNUM, QL ;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIGION
BRRPREDICT IS THE PART OF THE BRR ALGORITHM 
WHICH UPDATES THE FORWARD COEFFICENTS F; 
"BEGIN"
" INTEGER" I;
NS XTTIME := TIME + G. COMMTIME + G. UPDATETIMS; 
THISQLEN := QL;
"FOR" I := WINDP1 "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" 2 "DO" 
QLSN[PNUM,I] := QLEN[PNUM,1-1 ]; 
QLEN[pNUM,1] := THISQLEN;
F ERR i— 0;
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" WINDPi "DO"
FERR := FERR + QLSN[PNUM,l]*FCOEFF[PNUM,i]; 
3ERR := 0;
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" WINDP1 "DO"
BERR := 3ERR + QLEN[PNUM,l]*BCOEFF[PNUM,i]; 
R3ETA := 0;
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" G.WINDOW "DO"
"BEGIN"
BETA[PNUM,l] := BETA[PNUM,i] -
BETA[pNUM,WINDP1] * BCOEFF[PNUM,I]; 
RBETA := RBETA + QLEN[pNUM, 1+1 1*BGA[?NUM, i]; 
"END";
BETA[PNUM,WINDP1] := 0;
"FOR" I := 2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" WINDP1 "DO"
PC OEPP[PNUM,I] : = PC OSPP[PNUM, I ] - 
FERR * BETA[PNUM,1-1 ];
RE[pNUM] RS[PNUM]-*-(( 1 -RESTA) * FERR*FERR * RE[PNUM]) / NEXTTIME 
PACT2 := (1-RBETA) * PERR/ RE[pNUM] / NEXTTIME;
"FOR" I := WINBP1 "STEP” -1 ’UNTIL” 2 "BO" 
3ETA[PNUM,l] ; = BETA[?NUM, 1-1 
FACT2 * PCOEPP[PNUM,i" 
BETA[PNUM,1] := PACT2 * FCOEPP[PNUM,1_
BIVIB := BCOEFF[PNUM,WINBP1] - 3ETA|PNUM,WINBP1 ]
*3ERR;
BCOEFF[PNUM,WINBP1] := 1;
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" G.WINBOW "BO"
BCOEPP[PNUM,I] := (BCOEPP[PNUM,I] - BETA[PNUM,l] 
*BERR) / BIVTB;
RR[PNUM] := (TIME / NEXTTIME) * RR[PNUM]/BIVIB;
NEXTQLEN := 0;
"POR" I : = 2 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 
NEXTQLEN := NEXTQLEN 
QLEN[PNUM, 1-1
WINBP1 "BO"
- f c o e f f[p n u m,I] *
3RRPREBICT := NEXTQLEN; 
"ENB";
"COMMENT" ■ 
"PROCEDURE 
"COMMENT" 
DECRIPTION
WRITEUPDATE;
WRITEUPDATE WRITES OUT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" Q;
"REAL" TIMESOPAR;
OEILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OEILE.OUTTEXT(? UPDATE TIME: ?);
OEILE.OUTFIX(TIME,3,15);
OEILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTE XT(? PROC. TABLE MQL?);
OEILE. OUT IMAGE;
"FOR" I : = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
TIMESOFAR := O.O;
"FOR" Q := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MAXQLENGTH "DO"
TIMESOFAR := TIMESOFAR + G.TOTALTIMS[l,Q];
OFILE.OUTINT(I,3)I
OFILE.OUTINT(0.LASTQLEN[l], 1 2);
"IF" TIMESOFAR "NOT EQUAL" 0 "THEN"
OF ILE. OUTFIX (G. TOT QT [ I ] /TIMESOF AR, 3,15 ); 
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
"END";
"COMMENT" --------------------------------------- -----— ;
PREDICTING ;
"FOR" DUMMY := DUMMY "MILE" "TRUE" "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
G.LA3TQLEN[l] := G.RUN[l].Q.CARDINAL;
"END";
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" I := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
QL := G.RUN[il.Q.CARDINAL; 
G.PRSDICTQLENLl] := 3RRPREDICT(l,QL); 
"END";
"END";
"IF" FAILED "THEN" G. LASTQLEN[g .VICTIM] := INFINITY; 
G.LASTUPDATE := TIME;
HOLD(G.UPDATETIME + G.COMMTIME);
"END";
PROCESS "CUSS" XILLERCLASS ; 
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT"*******************
XILLERCMSS DEEINES A FAILURE PROCESS WHICH ARRIVES TO FAIL A 
PROCESSOR;
"BEGIN"
HOLD(G.KILLTIME);
G.LA3TQLEN[G.VICTIM] := INFINITY;
FAILED := "TRUE";
PASSIVATE;
"END";
" COMMENT" **********************-»-*-*****^***-s*-*,********‘*,*-*-5("*'*******
* *
* MAIN PROCEDURE *
* *
f
"COMMENT"---------------------------------------------------------
"PROCEDURE" SETUP;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
SETUP READS IN PARAMETERS TO CUSTOMIZE THE SIMULATION; 
"BEGIN"
NUMOFPROC := IFILE.ININT ;
MAXQLENGTH := IFILE.ININT;
MAXSIM := IFILE.ININT;
"END";
"PROCEDURE" OUTPUT;
"COMMENT"
DESCRIPTION
"COMMENT”-----------
OUTPUT WRITES OUT ALL THE VALUES OP INTEREST AFTER THE SIMULATION 
IS DONS;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" Q ,IP;
"REAL" PN,MQL,TIMEINQ,SUR VIVEINQ; 
OFILS. EJSCT(1 );
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE 
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? ******* SIMULATION OUTPUT
OFILS. OUT IMAGE
OFILE.OUTIMAGE
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? QUEUE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
*-*•***•*9) ;
?);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"FOR" IP := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFFROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
OFILS.OUTTEXT(? PROCESSOR ?); 
OFILS.OUTINT(IP,2);
OFILS.OUTIMAGE;
OFILS. OUTTEXT ( ? ------------- ?);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
TIMEINQ := 0.0;
"FOR" Q := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MAXQLENGTH "DO"
TIMEINQ := TIMEINQ + G.TOTALTIME[lP,Q]; 
"FOR" Q := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MAXQLENGTH "DO"
"BEGIN"
PN := G.T0TALTIME[IP,Q]/TIMEINQ;
"IF" (PN "NOT EQUAL" 0) "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OF ILE. OUTINT (Q, 3);
OFILE.OUTFIX(PN,3,15);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
"END";
OFILS. OUT IMAGE ;
OFILE.OUTTEXT (? MEAN QUEUE LENGTH = ?);
MQL := G.TOTQT[lP]/TIMEINQ;
OFILE.OUTFIX(MQL, 3,15);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILS. OUTIMAGS;
OFILS.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
"COMMENT" OUTFIT QUEUE BEHAVIOR FROM FAILURE TO 
TERMINATION OF SIMULATION;
"IF" G.KILLTIME "LESS" MAXSIM "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OFILE.EJECT(1 );
OFILS.OUTIMAGE;
OF ILE. OUTTEXT (? QUEUE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION AFTER FAILURE PR­
OFILE. OUTIMAGE ;
0 ? ILE. OUTIMAGE ;
"FOR" IP := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
OPILE. OUTIMAGE;
OPILE. OUTTEXT(? PROCESSOR ? ) ;
OPILE. OUTINT( I P , 2 ) ;
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
OP ILE. OUTTE XT ( ? -----------------------  ? ) ;
OPILE. OUTIMAGE ;
SURVIVEINQ := 0 . 0 ;
"POR" Q : = 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MAXQLENGTH "DO"
SURVIVEINQ := SURVIVEINQ + G. SURVIVETIME[lP, Q]; 
" IP "  IP "NOT EQUAL" G.VICTIM "THEN"
"BEGIN"
"POR" Q := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MAXQLENGTH "DO"
"BEGIN"
PN := G.SURVIVETIME[lP,q !/SURVIVEINQ;
" IP "  (PN "NOT EQUAL" 0 )  "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OPILE.OUTINT(Q,3 ) ;
0FIL E .0U T FIX (PN ,3 ,15 ) ;
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
"END";
END"; 
END" ;
END";
END";
"PROCEDURE" 0UTHI3T0 ;
"COMMENT"
OUTHISTO OUTPUTS HISTOGRAMS OF THE INTERARRIVAL TIMES 
AS WELL AS THE PERCENTAGE OF TIME A JOB SPENDS IN 
COMMUNICATION;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" B, IP;
"INTEGER" ACCARR,ACCFROM,ACCCOM;
OFILE. EJECT(1 );
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? INTERARRIVAL DISTRIBUTION ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
" I F "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 1 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT (? SHORTEST QUEUE ? ) ;
" I F "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 2 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? SHORTEST QUEUE MODIFIED 9) ;
" I F "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? BRR/KAILITH ? ) ;
OFILE. OUTTEXT (? ( WINDOW: ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTINT(G.WINDOW,3 ) ;
OFILE.OUTTEXT (? , VTT1: ? ) ;
OFILE. OUTFIX(G.VTT1,3,10) ;
OFILE.OUTTEXT( ? ) ? ) ;
"END";
" I F "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 4 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT (? EEG ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"FOR" IP := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
OFILE. OUT IMAGE ;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? PROCESSOR ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTINT(IF,2 ) ;
OFILE. OUT IMAGE;
OFILE. OUTTEXT ( ? -----------------------  ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
ACCARR := 0 ;
"FOR" B := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ELEVEN "DO"
"BEGIN"
" I F "  B "NOT EQUAL" ELEVEN "THEN"
OFILE. OUTFIX(G. ARRBND[iP, B ] , 3 , 1 5 )  
"ELSE"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? REST ? ) ;
OFILE.OUTINT(G.ARR[lP,b ] , 4 ) ;
ACCARR := ACCARR +~G. ARR[lP,b ] ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT (?  TOTAL JOBS ARRIVING TO *?) ■ 
OFILE.OUTINT(IP,2 ) ;
OFILE.OUTTEXT( ? : ? )  ;
OFILE.OUTINT( ACCARR,6 ) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"COMMENT"----------------------------------------
"END";
OFILE.EJECT(1 ) ;
OEILE. OUT IMAGE;
OPILS. OUTTEXT(? ^COMMUNICATION DISTRIBUTION ? ) ;  
OP ILE. OUT IMAGE;
"IP "  C.ROUTER "EQUAL" 1 "THEN"
OPILS.OUTTEXT(? SHORTEST QUEUE ? ) ;
" IP "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 2 "THEN"
OP ILE. OUTTEXT (? SHORTEST QUEUE MODIPISD *? 
" IP "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OPILE.OUTTEXT (? BRR/KAILITH ? ) ;
OPILE.OUTTEXT (? (WINDOW: ? ) ;
OPILE. OUTINT(G. WINDOW, 3 ) ;
OPILE.OUTTEXT ( ? ,  VTT1: ? ) ;  
0PILE.0UTPIX(G.VTT1, 3 , 1 0 ) ;
OPILE.OUTTEXT ( ? ) ? ) ;
"END";
" IP "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 4 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? EEG ?) ;
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
"FOR" IP := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO" 
"BEGIN"
OP ILE. OUT IMAGE;
OPILE.OUTTEXT(? PROCESSOR ? ) ;
OPILS.OUTINT(IP,2 ) ;
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
OPILE.OUTTEXT( ? -----------------------  ? ) ;
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
ACCPROM := 0 ;
"FOR" B : = 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ELEVEN "DO* 
"BEGIN"
" IP "  B "NOT EQUAL" ELEVEN "THEN" 
OPILE. OUTPIX(G. FSRBND[ B ], 
"ELSE"
OPILE.OUTTEXT (?
OPILE.OUTINT(G.PER[i P , 3 ] , 4 ) ;
ACCPROM := ACCPROM + G .P E R [lP ,B ] ;  
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OPILE.OUTTEXT (? TOTAL JOBS PROM ? ) ;  
OPILE.OUTINT(IP,2 ) ;
OPILE. OUTTEXT ( ? : ? ) ;
OFILS. OUTINT( ACCPROM, 6 ) ;
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
OPILE. EJECT(1 ) ;
OILE.OUTIMAGE;
OPILE. OUTTEXT (? RESPONSE TIME DISTRIBUTION ?) ; 
OPILE. OUTIMAGE;
"IP "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 1 "THEN"
OPILE.OUTTEXT (? SHORTEST QUEUE ? ) ;
" IP "  G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 2 "THEN"
3,15) 
REST ?
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? SHORTEST QUEUE MODIFIED ?);
"IF” G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OF IDS.OUTTSXT(? BRR/KAILITH ?);
OFILE.OUTTSNT(? (WINDOW: ?);
OFILS.OUTINT(G.WINDOW,3);
OFILE.OUTTEXT(?, VTT1:?);
OFILE.OUTFIX(G.VTT1,3,10);
OFILE.OUTTEXT(?)?);
"END";
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 4 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? EEG ?);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"FOR" IP := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUMOFPROC "DO"
"BEGIN"
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? PROCESSOR ?);
OF ILE. OUT INT (IP, 2);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? ------------  ?).
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
ACCFROM := 0;
"FOR" 3 := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ELEVEN "DO"
"BEGIN"
"IF" B "NOT EQUAL” ELEVEN "THEN"
OFILE.OUTFIX(G.RESPBNd [iP,b ],3,15) 
"ELSE"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? REST ?);
OFILE.0UTINT(G.RESP[lP,B],4);
ACCFROM := ACCFROM + G.RESP[lP,b ];
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE. OUTTEXT (? MEAN RESPONSE TIME AT *?);
OFILE.OUTINT(IP,2);
OFILE.OUTTEXT(?:?);
0FILS.0UTFIX(G.ACCRSSP[IP]/ACCFR0M,3,15);
OFILE. OUTIMAGE;
"END";
OFILE. EJECT(1 );
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE. OUTTEXT (? GUESS DIFFERENCE DISTRIBUTION *?) ;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 1 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? SHORTEST QUEUE ?);
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 2 "THEN"
OFILE. OUTTEXT (? SHORTEST QUEUE MODIFIED *?);
"IF" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 3 "THEN"
"BEGIN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? BRR/KAILITH ?);
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? (WINDOW: ?);
OFILE.OUTINT(G.WINDOW,3);
OFILE.OUTTEXT (?, VTT1:?);
OFILE.OUTFIX(O.VTT1,3,10);
OF ILE.OUTTSXT(?)?);
"END";
"IE" G.ROUTER "EQUAL" 4 "THEN"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? SEG ?);
OFILS.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILS.OUTTEXT(? ACT-GUE NO. % ?);
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
AGCCOM := 0;
"FOR" B := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 21 "DO"
ACCCOM := AGCCOM + G.DIFF[b ];
"FOR" B := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 21 "DO"
"BEGIN"
"IF" B "NOT EQUAL" 21 "THEN"
OFILS.OUTINT(G.DIFFBND[b ],6) 
"ELSE"
OFILE.OUTTEXT(? REST ?);
OFILS.OUTINT(G.DIFF[b 1,8); 
0FILE.0UTFIX(G.DIFF[b ]/ACGC0M,3, 15); 
OFILE.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
END"; 
COMMENT
"COMMENT” INPUT/OUTPUT PILES;
IPILE "NEW” INPILE(?I?);
OPILS "NEW" PRINTFILE(?0?);
TTY "NEW" PRINTFILE(?T?);
IPILE.OPEN(BLANKS(30), ?NR?);
OPILS.OPEN(BLANKS(60), ?NR?);
TTY.OPEN(BLANKS(60), ?NR?)•
SETUP;
G "NEW" DISTSYSTEM;
"ACTIVATE" G;
HOLD(MAXSIM);
"IP" DEBUG "THEN"
"BEGIN"
TTY.OUTTEXT(? SIMULATION COMPLETE r?) • 
TTY.OUTIMAGE;
"END";
OUTFJT ;
OUTHISTO;
"COMMENT" CLOSE INPUT/OUTFUT PILES- 
OPILE.OUTIMAGE;
IPILE.CLOSE(?NR?);
OFILE.CLOSE(?NR?);
TTY.CLOSE(?NR?);
"END" ;
"EOP"
FINIS
